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Vision of the Institute

To be a nationally recogruzed institution of excellence in technical education and produce

competent professionals capable of making a valuable contribution to society.

Mission of the Institute

' To promote academic growth by offering state-of-the-art undergraduate and postgraduate

programs.

To undertake collaborative projects which offer opportunities for interaction with
academia and industry

To develop intellectually capable human potential who are creative, ethical and gifted

leaders.
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Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Vision of Computer Science and Engineering

To be a center. of academic excellence in the field of computer science and engineering

education.

Mission of Computer Science and Engineering

. Strive for academic. excellencg in computer science and engineering through well

designed course curriculum, effective classroom pedagogy and in-depth knowledge of

laboratory work.

. Transform under graduate engineering students into technically competent, socially

responsible and ethical computer science and engineering professionals.

. Create computing centers of excellence in leading areas of computer science and

engineering to provide exposure to the students on latest software tools and computing

technologies.

. Incubate, apply and spread innovative ideas by collaborating with relevant industries and

R&D labs through focused research groups.

. Attain these through continuous team work by a $oup of committed faculty,

transforming the computer science and engineering department as a leader in imparting

computer science and engineering education and research.

Program Educational Objective (PEO's) of Computer Science and Engineering

PEO 1: To provide students with a solid foundation in mathematics, computer science and

engineering, basic science fundamentals required to solve the computing problems.

PEO 2: To expose students to latest computing technologies and software tools, so that they can

comprehend, analyze, design and create innovative computing products and solutions for real life

problems.

i
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PEO 3: To inculcate in students multi-disciplinary approach, professional attitude and ethics,

communication and teamwork skills, and ability to relate computer engineering issues with

social awareness.

PEO 4: To develop professional skills in students that prepare them for immediate employment

and for lifelong learning in advanced areas of computer science and related fields which enable

them to be successful entrepreneurs.

Program specific outcomes (PSo's) of computer science and Engineering

. PSO 1: Computer Science Specific Skills: The ability to identi$2, analyze and design

solutions for complex engineering problems in multidisciplinary areas by understanding

the core principles and concepts of computer science and thereby engage in national

grand challenges.

PSO 2: Programming and Software Development Skills: The ability to acquire

programming efficiency by debigning algorithms and applying standard practices in
software project development to deliver quality software pioducts meeting the demands

of the industry.

PSO 3: Professional Skills: The ability to apply the fundamentals of computer science in

competitive research and to develop innovative products to meet the societal needs

thereby evolving as an eminent researcher and entrepreneur.

Programme outcomes (Po's) of computer science and Engineering

' PO 1: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering fundamentals for
the solution of computer science and engineering problems. (Engineering Knowledge)

PO 2: Ability to identi$r, formulate and analyze the complex engineering problems.

(Problem Analysis)

a

a
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PO 3: Ability to design and develop the computer based systems to meet desired needs

within realistic constraints such. as public health and safety, environmental, agriculture,

economic and societal considerations. (Design/Development of Solutions)

PO 4: Ability to demonstrate with excellent programming, analytical, logical and

problem solving skills.

a

a

a

a

a

PO 5: Ability to use the emerging technologies, skills, and modern software tools to

design, develop, test and debug the programs or software.

PO 6: Ability to include and solve the social, cultural, ethical issues with computer

science and engineering solutions.

PO 7: Ability to design and develop web based solutions with effective graphical user

interface for the need of sustainable development.

PO 8: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and

norrns of the computer science and engineering practices.

PO 9: Ability to work individually and as a member or leader in diverse teams to

accomplibh a common goal.

PO 10: Ability to communicate effectively in both verbal and written forms with

engineering community and society.

PO 11: Knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management principles and

apply these to one's own work, as a member and leader in a team to manage the software

and IT based projects in multidisciplinary environments. 
.

PO l2z Appreciation of technological change and the need for independent life-long

learning.

a

a
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course outcomes (co's) of computer science and Engineering (uG)

Subject
Code

Subject
Name

Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical
significanceon water and itsproblems purification ln andindustry

dait life
Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
and various industrial applications of polymers

theDraw Phase oneof twodiagrams s&amp; component ystems
and andcausos, tomethodsconsequences corrosionmfnmtze to

industrial

Engineering
Chemistry

Identify the structure of unknowrVnew
spectroscopy and understand periodic

compounds with the help of
properties such as ionizatiot

oxidation states and electro
To introduce the fallouts of Rolle 's Theorem that is fundamental to

of to blems.
To introduce the ofidea differential andapplying calculusintegral
to notions of curvature toand art fromimproper someintegrals. Ap

it basicaapplications ductionintroglves Bon eta and Gamma
function
To the tool of erlesS Fanddevelop senourler forESpower learning
advanced Mathematics.
To familiarize the student with functions of several variables that is
essential most branches of

Mathematics
-I

manner.

To the entialess oftooldevelop andmatrices linear inalgebra

useEffective of verbal nonand verbal forcommunication enhanced
SO,ft besideski1l enhanced AS wellreading comprehension
Write the different kinds of and technical

BT-103
English for

Communicat
ion Apply basic rules of grammar in'both written as well as oral

communication.
To introduce the concept of Basics of DC electrical Network

network theorems

Network(singleTo theintroduce fo BASTCS Aof Cconcept electrical
J&

introduction of transform erTo of law of
of various electrical Machines.To

Basic
Electrical &
Electronics
Engineering

To Basic

I

,FL,Z-
(\)-'-

CO Description

BT-101

BT-102

a

BT-104

Electronics.
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Draw various of and curves.

BT-105
Engineering

Graphics

t

Draw orthographic projections of points & lines

Draw orthographic projections of Planes & Solids

Draw sections and development of solids including cylinders, cones,
prisms and pyramids.

Draw isometric views of Planes and Solids, Drawing using
AUTOCAD
Use hand and power tools for different manufacturing processes

Operate machine tools while preparing any component

Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation.

Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using
the tools.

BT-106
Manufacturi
ng Practices

Prepare Foundry, Fitting, Carpentry, Welding and smithy Job.

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the courso

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders

BT-107

Internship-I
(60 Hrs

Duration) at
the Institute

level

Exhibit professional ethies by displaying positive disposition during
intemship
This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural aspects

of the rural areas parochial to their colleges.
Students are expected to observe, investigate and leam about the
following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics, Literacy,
Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes of government
of India and State of Madhya Pradesh in operation in the villages.
To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in social
activities and imbibe human values among them.
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and
develop healthy habits in people in villages.

BT-108

Swachh
Bharat

Summer
Internship

Unnat Bharat
Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/

Rural
Outreach Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build an understanding of the

development agenda within institutes of Higher Education and an
institutional capacity and training relevant to national needs,

especially those of rural India.

BT-20t
Engineering

Physics

The Coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of Wave nature of particles and the Schrodinger
equation.

l*A*
*
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Student will able to understand the knowledge of Wave optics i.e
interference and diffraction.
To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (P type and N
Type semiconductors), Diodes and Hall effect. STudents will also
be able to understand the bq ic concept of superconductivif.
To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
applications in field of engmeenng sclences
To provide you to basic understanding of Electrostatics in vacuum.

mathematical tools for the solutions of
ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical
processes.

To introduce effective

To introduce the tools of differentiation and integration of functions
of complex variable those are used in various techniques dealing

blems

BT-202 Mathematics
-II

To acquaint the student with mathematical tools available in vector
calculus needed various field of science and engmeenng

the properties of material, stress strain. properties of
alloys and cast iron.
Understand

concept measurement and machine tools theirUnderstand the

theUnderstand of fluid flowconcept of) properties fluid,
ernoulli SB Pascal S law

and their

concept of heat and temperafure, law of
thermodynamics, boilers and their mountings and accessories

and its

To Understand the
r, basic

BT-203
Basic

Mechanical
Engineering

the working of different cycles and 4
and theirstroke

strokes, 2To Understand

Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
materials used in construction.engineering and

Gain the ability
and distances.

to use modern survey equipment to rneasure angles

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and

Students will have the ability to identify, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics : Statics

BT-204
Basic Civil
Engineering
& Mechanics

be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending

to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system; its role and functionalities and to

moment.
Students will

Able

of MS MS MS Excelefficientl

the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented
in C++

SDiscus and for arithmetic andapply algorithmssimple logical

Translate

BT-205
Basic

Computer
Engineering

1oAg

map
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Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols,
E commerce applications, impact of securibrthreats and attacks on

and also securi measures

Understand the different method for representing and processing
data and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
various type of services.

learners to develop good listening skills.
Encourages learner to talk freely and lose their shyness when
talkine in front of the people

To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable and
help in removing the stage frieht

BT-206
Language

Lab &,

Seminars

Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation
skills.
Get the knowledge of energy carriers, energy technologies,
ronewable energy resources, energy challenges and energy system
integration and environment sustainabiliff.
Leam about the different types of ecosystems present in
environment, ecological succession and energy flow in the

Understand the value of bio-diversity to human societies, threats to
bio-diversity, In-situ and Ex-situ conservation o f bio-diversity.
Acquire knowledge of different types of environmental pollution, its
effects on life and its remedies.

ES-301

Energy &
Environment

al.

Engineering

Aware about the social issue related to the environment,
environment ethics, protection and conservation acts for the
environment.
Students will be able to understand the notion of mathematrcal
thinking and algorithmie thinking and be able to apply them in
problem solving such as formula specifications, verifications and
basic concepts of set theory.
Understand the basic principle of boolean algebra, logic and set
theory.
Be able te construct simple mathematical proof and possess the
ability to verify them.
Acquire ability to describe computing problems with the help of
graph theory and finite state machines, also express its utility in
solving and modeling real time problems.

cs-302
Discrete
Structure

Apply basic counting techniques to solve combinatorial problem

cs-303
Data

Structure

To understand the concept of linearl non-linear data structures, the
operations performed on them and the applications of various data
structures.

*
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Understand the and

stacks, and its lications

Solve trees and

Understand the of number & arithmetic.
To study the boolean algebra and minimization of switching
function.
Understand 1o universal adders & subtractors.

shaping circuits, logic families,Demonstrate
mul and

linear wave

Digital
Systems

Understand basic communication
Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts

data and obof clas
Understand dpamic managementmemory techniques using

constructors destructors etc
escribD the of function overconcept overloading, operator loading,

virtual functions and SIn
Understand how to
implement object

the major object-oriented concepts to
oriented programs in C**, encapsulation,

inheritance and

apply

Object
Oriented

Programmin
oo
&

Methodolog

v

of
tanceinheri thewithClassify of ear lateandunderstanding 1y

Understand the of Java
Understand fundamentals of such AS variabprogrammmg les,
conditional and iterative etc.

of the important
AWT and JDBC.

IaUnderstand fundamentals of o tnbject-oriented vapro,grammlng
beand familiar like class inheritance andconcepts

ava SDK environment to create, debug and run JavaUse the J

Computer
Workshop

lava

To display the utility of information and tarent units obtained from
of business withinside the assigned task function.the path and

veSol existenceacf,tal situations thewithinsidedemanding vrapath
of means analof the areaway andysmg suitable abilichoosing ty
obtainedunits thefrom

Exhibit and hasslermportant vtatalents ofquestioning fixing way
means of underl lSSUC to

teDemonstra the hamessto wlassets thethcapacity ofaid usmg
tuationsSI and aboutdemanding thinking opportunities

Evaluation
of

Internship-I
completed at
I year level

Articulate profession altematives via way of means of thinking
, sector, industry, expert andabout possibilities in

i,;A&
t

Implement

Implement linked list and its variations.

cs-304

cs-305

cs-306

BT-107
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academic advancement.

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired

from the course and workplace in the assigned job functions.

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing the

challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups o
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company

stakeholders.

f

90 hrs
Internship
based on

using various
softwares -

Internship -II

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition during
intemship

BT-307

Understand mathematical tools for the numerical solutions algebraic

and transcendental
Describe mathematical knowledge to understand laplace

transformation, inverse laplace trans formation and fourier transform
which are used in various branches of engineering
Work with mathematical tools available in statistics needed in
various field of science and engineering.
Fulfrll the needs of engineers to understand applications of
numerical analysis, transform calculus and statistical techniques in
order to acquire mathematical knoryte{gg.

BT-401
Mathematics

-m

Solve wide range of practical problems appearing in different
sections of science and engineering.

Implement sorting and searching algorithms.

Experiment with techniques for'obtaining maximum outputs with
minimum efforts.

Make use of dynamic program.

Solve 8 queens problem and others of the kind for application in
real world scenario.

cs-402
Analysis
Design of
Algorithm

Distinguish between NP-hard and NP-complete problems and

develop their solutions
Define various software application domains and remember
different process models used in software developmerrl
Understand various measures of software and generate project
schedule.
Describe functional and nonfunctional requirements of software and

develop design modules of software.
hrvestigate the reasons for bugs an{ apply the software testing

techniques in commercial environment.

cs-403
Software

Engineering

Understand various activities to be performed for improving

I N



software quality and software maintenance.
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structure, function and characteristics of computerDefine the

Design of the various functional units and components of

the elements of ou m ters
the function of each element of a

Computer
Org. &

Architecture

Understand the function of
achieve it.

multi processing and techniques to

issues associated with
Gain know of ofledge andhistory understandsystemsoperating

related to file system interfaces and
disk

Understand issues

theIdentify process andmanagement andpolicies analyze compare
ofscheduling CPU withprocesses by aiong management.

control.
uding virfual

VO and

Understand ofconcepts memory management (incl

Operating
Systems

Understand network distributed mand ultiprocessmg operating

Use an rnte:grated toenvironmentdevelopment write, compile, 11111,

testand o avaJ
Read and make
solve real-world

tomodifications Jelementary ava thatprograms

Validate t in a Java

and fix defects and common issues in code.

cs-406 Programmin
g Practices

Document alava Javadoc

skills andto
Efficiently tasks,completing thgoodfostering wirelationship
eniors and subordinates

communication & skills
to latest technolo to the

90 hrs
Intemship
based on

using various
software -

Intemship -
II

Identification of relevan
solutions.

in the industry and innovativet problems

basictheExplain o Sf andconcepts tefiniwitching automata theory
and
Relate topractical problems automata thelanguages, computability
and

Construct abstract omodels f and check theircomputing topower
the

and normal form.e the its

Theory of
Computation

Interpret formalrigorously mathematical tomethods prove
of and automata.

pAe
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Understand the different issues involved in the design and
of a database

Database
Management

Systems

Study the physical and logical database designs, database modeling,
and network mbdels.

Understand and use data manipulation language to
a database.and

euery, update,

Develop
database

an understanding of essential DBMS concepts such as

a simple database system and demonstrateDesign and build
e with thecompetenc fundamental tasks involved thwl modeling,
and DBa MS

a business situation and designing & building a database
tions

Evaluate

Describe the various levels of classification models
Describe the various levels of cl and it's
Understand this feature extraction and its models.

Paffem
Recognition

Construct various es of tion models
Describ thee of wwwconcepts andbrowser HTTPincluding

various HTML tags and use them to
web

develop the userList the

Define the withCSS its and use tothem thetypes les toprovide sty
the we,f vanousat levels.
Developed
features wi

the modern web pages using
th different layout as per the need

the HTML and CSS
of applications.

Intemet and
Web

Technology

Use of Jr and PHPto the web
Understand Functions of and itsoperating Unixsystem andtypes

archi tecture.
andUnderstand usemake fo basicthe ofcommands linux operating

orkW, tn Linux envrronment.
Understand file and illustrate various file
Create shell to automate different tasks as Linux.

cs-505 Lab (Linux)

Understand installation of web servers and servers
Understand the basic and theconcepts contributionsscripting of

theExamine core data likestructures lists, dictionaries, andtuples
1nsets to and sort ,the data.

Identi$r the external modules
them.

import specific methods formarld

Demonstrate and filein

and the builtthe o ect oriented

To understand the and

cs-503

cs-504

cs-506 Lab (Python)
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in objects of Python.

utility of information and talent units obtained from
the path and place of business withinside the assigned task
functions.

To display the

existenceactual situationsdemanding withinside vlapath
of means fo the ateaway analysing surtableand choosing ability
ounits frombtained the

Exhibit and hasslermportant vlatalents ofquestioning fixing way
ofmeans sue/sIS to

Demonstrate the to hamess setsAScapacl thewith ofaidty usmg
andsituations aboutdemanding thinking opporfunities.

Evaluation
of

Internship-II

Articulate profession altematives
about possibilities in company,
academic advancement.

via way of means of thinking
, sector, industry, expert and

A student beshalltully toableengaged undertaketo aexposureget
researchshort ect.

oT theenable tostudents develop olution ofcomprehensive
identifiedMinor

Project- I To inculcate the ability to synthesize the results of the detailed
studiesanalytical downconducted, andlay validity criteria,design

the forresult to theinterpret application theproblem, develop
detailedand solution.

fo and maApply knowledge thematics tocomputer machine learning
modelsblems and

Anal the andyse theproblem identify computing requrements
for solutionsits

Design, implement, and evaluate an algorithm to . meet desired
needs.

mathematicalApply foundations, algorithmic andprinciples
sclence thetocomputer theory and ofmodelling design computer

based 1n a thatsystems demonstratesway theofcomprehension
trade-offs involved m choices.

Machine
Learning

Anal the co-occulTenceyze dataof to find interesting frequent
ttemsa andp datathePreprocess before to real worldapplying any

and can evalua itste
andCharacterise networksappreciate from thecomputer vrewpornt

of and thefrom of Servrces
goodDisplay of flowthe of a lnunderstanding andprotocol general

a network col ln
aModel or 1nsituation termsproblem of consent andlayering map

tI theto IIPTCP stack.

Computer
Networks

with

theSelect most suitable application suchlayer protocol AS (HTTP
TTPS SMTP DNS bit asand thetorrent) per of therequrements

network and work toolsavailable demonstrateto

10Ae

Solve the

cs-507

cs-508

cs-601

cs-602
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the working of these protocols.

Design a reliable data transfer protocol and incrementally and
solutions for the of

Demonstrate an of the
Speciff and analyze the lexical, syntactic and semantic structures of
advanced features.
Write a scanner, parser, and semantic analyser without the aid of
automatic
Describe techniques for intermediate code and machine code

tion.

Compiler
Design

the structures and support required for compiling advanced
feafures

Design

understanding the evolution and improvement of software
economics according to the basic phrameters and transition to the
modem software

Learning objectives, activities and evaluation criteria of the various
phases of the life-cycle of software management process.

about the various artefacts, workflows and
check points of the software management process and exploring the
design concepts using model-based architecture from teChnicai and

Gaining knowledge

Develop an understanding of project
responsibilities, automation and control o

planning, organisation,
f the processes to achieve

the desirable results

Project
Management

a project scope while considering factors such as customer
and intemal/extemal

Develop

Understand the basic of data analytics using concepts of statistics
and

Understand the needs of data

theImplement data tlabMa andtechniquesanalytics R,usmg
Data

Analytics
Lab

Articulate the limitations and abuses of formal inference and

Demonstrate the basics of software as a

Understand the current of industries.
the software as a different

cs-606
skilt

Development
Lab

the software in real life

cs-607 Internship-III
of information and talent units obtained from

the path and place of business withinside the assigned task
functions.

To display the utility

lOAG
t

cs-603

cs-604

Apply the data analytics techniques in real life applications.

cs-605

0,e
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Solve actual existence demanding situations withinside the path via
way of means of analysing the area and choosing suitable ability
units obtained from the
Exhibit important questioning and hassle fixing talents via way of
means of analysing underlying issue/s to challenges.

Demonstrate the capacity to harness assets with the aid of using
analysing demanding situations and thinking about opportunities.

Articulate profession alternatives via way of means of thinking
about possibilities in company, sector, industry, expert and
academic advancement.
A fully engaged student shall be able to get exposure to undertake a

short research proiect
To enable the students to develop comprehensive solution of
identified problems.

cs-608 Minor
Project II To inculcate the ability to synthesize the results of the detailed

analytical studies conducted, lay down validity and design criteria,
interpret the result for application to the problem, develop the
concept and detailed design solution.
Describe the fundamentals of software architecture, qualities and
terminolo gies

Understand the fundamental principles and guidelines for software
architecture design,architectural styles, patterns, and frameworks.

Use implementation techniques of Software architecture for
effective software developgrqnJ.
Apply core values and principles of software architectures for
enterprise application development.

cs-701 Software
Architectures

Describe software architecture documentation.

Design and create traditional networks
Understand the different issues in MAC and routing issues in multi
hop wireless and ad-hoc netwqrks and existing solutions for the
same.

Evaluate the transportlayer issues in wireless networks due to effors
and mobility of nodes and understand existing solutions for the
same.

Explain the architecture of GSM.

cs-702
Wireless &

Mobile
Computing

Discuss the services, emerging'issues and future trends in m-
commerce.
Describe the fundamental principles and practices associated with
each of the agile development methods.
Compare agile software development model with traditional
development models and id!:qtify the benefits and pitfalls.

cs-703
Agile

Software
Development

Use techniques and skills to establish and mentor Agile Teams for
development.effective software

ll+

b
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Apply core values and principles of Agile Methods in software

appropriate adaptations to existing practices or
of

Judge and craft

Demonstrate wireless network with number of nodes and different
simulator

Understand the basic devicesof
Describe the basic ofIP addres
Execute the basic network
commands.

comrnand and Network configuration

cs-704

Departmenta
I Elective

Lab CS-702

[Wireless &
Mobile

Computingl

Understand agile theanddevelopment processes behindprinciples
the manifesto.

, anda customer
Build out a backlo and user stories

Scrum smalltnLeverage practices ASteams build aoutyou working
for class ect.

cs-70s

Open
Elective Lab

cs-703
[Agile

Software
Development

l advanced andExplore in the oftopics domain softwareemerging

projectaDemonstrate sound technical know theirof selectedledge

identifi cation, formulation and solution.Undertake
Design tosolutionsengmeormg complex aproblems utilising

Communicate with
and oral forms.

engineers and the community at large in written

Major
Project-I

Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional

awareness of the ethics involved in doing anDemonstrate
internshi
Describe, and theiranalyze, synthesize ln thelearning experlence

theln form of an
newArticulate from thelearning tn formtheinternship expeflence

fo oralan

Show and ASSES theSunderstanding c anoutchallenges atrylng
ln a CTOSS culturalintemship with limitedseffing andskillslanguage

a1n short

Evaluation
of Internship

-il

ence in their chosen field.Gain and
Understand Internet of Things and its hardware and software

Interface devicesVO ensors & communication modules.
InJernet of

Things
timefromdata varlousAnalyze sources real1n and take neces sary

1nactions an fashion.

tt

network

cs-706

cs-607

cs-801

UfPrs
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monitor data and control devices

I

real life IoT based ects. _

ect oriented in software
Understand the involved in SDLC.
Describe the use case and acti di

ect and interactionDraw class
cs-802

Object
Oriented
Software

Engineering Understand testing strategies and test cases for OO software
cess

Students will ablebe to toget liferealknowledge utionalorgarus
ISSUES faced those andby establishing innovation-drivenmanagmg

Students will be able knowto theabout key concepts underpiruring
and itsentrepreneurship the1napplication andrecognition

of sorwce
Key concepts andinnovation lSSUCStheunderpinning associated
with anddeveloping withininnovationsustaining organrsations.
How to creative fordesign strategies andpursuing, exploiting
fuither new

Managing
Innovation

and
Entrepreneur

ship

ASIssues withsociated and financi alsecurmg resourcesmanaging ln
andnew established sations

Configure various
workstation.

such as virtual box, VMwarevirfialization tools

in a PaaS environment.a weband

Leam how to simulate
schedulers.

environment to implement newa cloud

andInstall ause cloudgenenc thatenvrronment can be used AS a
cloud.

Cloud
computing

data sets in a envronment.
Leam about software development andmodelsproces
software andengineering ALprinciples todevelop abilitv applv

tothem software realof life blems
Plan, anddesign aimplement software ectproj usmg

like PHPASP etc.
Gain confidence at vlng,conceptualized, designed and

a
ha

ect with their team.ma
Understand the fundamental of Softwareprinciples ectProj

will& oals havemanagement a ofgood knowledge responsibilities
of and how to handle these.

Major
Project-Il

the different methods and techniques used forBe familiar with

I la
r{

e2'*

cs-803

cs-804

analyze,

cs-805
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course outcomes (co's) of computer science and Engineering (pG)

Use linear task.to

MCSE 101

Ad. Compt.
Mathematics

the in real lifeand

Use data structures and algorithms to solve computing problems

Design algorithms
algorithms to solve

using graph structure and various string matching
real-life problems

MCSE 102
Ad. Data Structures and

Algo

suitable for sol

Discuss the issues related to multiprocessing and suggest solutions

Point out salientthe offeatures different multicore architecfures and
how arallelismpexploit

MCSE 103
ACA

D iscuss the vartous used fortechniques cachetheoptimising

ect-oriented
projectUnderstand and describe the and constructs foprinciples

or)
and entIdentiff domain constraintsmodel/repres on othe andbjects

on their( relationships

MCSE 104
oor

Understand various modeling techniques to
perspectives of object-oriented software

model different
design

a network at a levelDesign differenthigh- usmg networking
MCSE 105

Ad. CN

ls of wireless and cellular networksthe variousAnal

to learn
network

oT theunderstand forneed networkinteroperable andmanagement
theto and architecture ehindbconcepts basedstandardsMCSE 201

Web Tech and E
commerce To understand the concepts and terminology associated with e-

commerce and to study the current trends in network management
technologies.

MCSE 202
ITC and Cryptography security concepts related to networks in wired and wireless

scenarl0
Apply the

I
ct

q):
C

+

t

Identify and comprehend linear algebraic structures that appear in
computer science

IdentiSr the components required for designing a network

understand the core fundamentals of information theory and coding
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t and the s essentials in IT Sector

Comprehend the complex query processing techniques

Design and implement databases and writing query structure
MCSE 203

Ad Concepts in DBMS
Develop skill set in file organization, Query Optimization,
Transaction management, and databas e administration techniques

Ability to use theoretical and applied information in these areas to
design system software with realistic constraints.

Ability to devise, select, and use modem techniques and tools needed
for the design and implementation of system programs.

Ability to work efficiently in intra-disciplinary teams and to work
individually.

MCSE 204
System Programming

Adequate knowledge in system programs (assemblers, loaders,
linkers, macro-processors, text editors, debuggers, interpreters,
compilers, operating systems).

Understanding and implementation of different Artificial Neural
NetworkMCSE 205

Soft Computing Implementation of Artificial Intelligence Algorithms like A*, AO *
or Hill-Climbing for Searching methodology.

Understand the functionality of the various data mining and data
warehousing component

Appreciate the strengths and limitations of various data mining and
data warehousing models

Explain the atalyzing techniques of various data

Describe different methodologies used in data mining and data ware
housing.

MCSE 301 Elective 1

(A) Dataware housing
and mining

Compare different approaches of data ware housing and data mining
with various technologies.

Analyze and design classical encryption techniques and block

Understand key management and distribution schemes and design
User Authentication

Understand and analyze public-key cryptography, RSA and other
public-key cryptosystems

MCSE 3j2Elective2
(C) Network Security

Know about Intruders and Intruder Detection mechanisms, Types of
Malicious software

MCSE 3l2Blective2
(D) Simulation and

Modeling

Understand the techniques of modeling in the context of hierarchy of
knowledge about a system and develop the capability to apply the
same to study systems through available software.

+ tlj
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Students will learn different of simulation

Department of Information Technology

Vision of Information Technology

To be a renowned department for imparting quality education, committed to cater the evolving
IT industry requirements.

Mission of Information Technology

' To provide the best, possible IT education to serve the current requirements of the

modern IT industry by keeping pace with the latest technical skills.

To inculcate IT professionalism among the students by providing an atmosphere for
continuous learning, research, and innovation.

a

Students will learn to simulate the models for the purpose of
optimum control using software.

I
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Program Educational objective (pEo,s) of Information Technology

' PEO 1. To provide students with a solid foundation'in information technology skills,
basic programming and algorithm designing fundamentals required to solve the
computing problems.

PEO 2' To expose students to latest computing technologies and software tools, so that
they can comprehen d', analyze, design and create innovative projects and provide
solutions for real-life problems.

' PEo 3' To inculcate spirit of inquiry, team work skills, professional attitude, and ability
to relate IT issues with social awareness that prepare them for immediate employment
and for lifelong learning in IT field, which enable them to be successful entrepreneurs.

Program Specific outcomes (pso,s) of rnformation Technology
A graduate of the Information Technology program will demonstrate:
PSo 1: IT Specific Skills: The ability to identify , analyze and design solutions for complex
engineering problems in multidisciplinary areas by understanding the core principles and
concepts ofIT and thereby engage in national grand charlenges.

PSo 2: Programming and Software Development Skills: The ability to acquire.programming
efficiency by designing zilgorithms and applying standard firactices in software project
development to deliver quality software products meeting the demands of the industry.

PSo 3: Professional Skills: The ability to apply the fundamentals of IT in competitive research
and to develop innovative products to meet the societal needs thereby evolving as an eminent
researcher and entrepreneur.

Programme Outcomes (pOrs) of Information Technology

' P0 1: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering fundamentals for
the solution of IT problems.

a

u
q)
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PO 2: Ability to identiSz, formulate ard. analyze the complex engineering problemsa

a

a

PO 3: Ability to design and develop the computer based systems to meet desired needs

within realistic constraints such as public health and safety, environmental, agriculture,

economic and societal considerations

PO 4: Ability to demonstrate with excellent programming, analytical, logical and

problem solving skills.

PO 5: Ability to use the emerging technologies, skills, and modern software tools to
design, develop, test and debug the programs or software.

Po 6: Ability to include and solve the social, cultural, ethical issues with IT solutions.

PO 7: Ability to design and develop web based solutions with effective graphical user
interface for the need of sustainable development.

PO 8: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities
and norms of the IT practices.

Po 9: Ability to work individually and as a member or leader in diverse teams to
accomplish a common goal.

PO 10: Ability to communicate effectively in both verbal and written forms with
engineering community and society

PO 11: Knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management principles
and apply these to one's own work, as a member and leader in a team to manage the
software and IT based projects in multidisciplinary environments

a

a

a

a

+I

+

a

\_€

a

a
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' Po 12: Appreciation of technological change and the need for independent life-long
learning

Course Outcomes (CO,s) of Information Technology

Univ.
Subject
Code

Subject Name

The Coursework IS todesigned thestudentsprovide toopportunity
leam ofkey avewconcepts ofnature and theparticles Schrodinger
equation.

WaveStudent will toable understand the ofknowledge optics
interference and diffraction.
To introduce the ofidea solids like semiconductors and(P Ntype

semiconductorsType iodesD Halland), effect. Students alsowill be
toable understand the basic of

To thedevelop of Las fiberunderstanding ers, and theiroptics
in offield sciences.

Engineering
Physics

of Electrostatics in vacuum
To to basic

To introduce the offallouts Rolle S Theorem that IS fundamental to
ofapplication toanalysis Engineering problems.

To introduce the idea of differential andapplying calculusintegral
to notions of curyature toand improper integrals from someApart

tapplications a basicgrves introduction on Beta and Gamma
function

oT the tool ofdevelop power Fand ouner series for learning
advanced Mathematics
To familiarize student with functions of several variables that IS
essential 1n stmo branche S of engineering

manner

T,o the essentialdevelop tool of matrices linearand ln aalgebra

Understand the ofproperties stressmaterial, strain. ofProperties
and iron.

theUnderstand measurement andconcept machine tools their
and their

Understand the of fluid flowconcept ofproperties fluid,
Bemoulli s cal SPas law

temperafure,
mountings

oT theUnderstand of heat andconcept law of
andboilersthermodynamics, their and basicaccessorles,

and its

Basic
Mechanical
Engineering

UnderstandTo the of differentworking and 4cycles 2strokes,
stroke and their

lr

o'
s
f,.;
a

I

CO Description

i.e.

BT-201

series

the

BT-102 Mathematics-I

cast

,BT-203
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Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
engineering and materials used in construction.

Basic Civil
Engineering &

Mechanics
BT-204

Gain the ability to use modern survey equipment to measure angles
and distances.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and map

Students will have the ability to identi$r, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.
Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system; its role and functionalities and to
apply concepts of \!S word, MS power point, MS Excelefficiently.
Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical
problelns.
Translate the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented
qqncepts in C++ programming language.
Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols,
E commerce applications, impact of securitythreats and attacks on
networking systems and also security measures

BT-205
Basic

Computer
Engineering

Understand the different method for representing and processing
data and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
vanous of services

&qryq, to develop good skills
Encourages leamer to talk freely and lose their shyness when
talking in front of the people
To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building,, motivation to be more presentable
and help in removing the stage fright

BT-206
LangtageLab
& Seminars

Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation

Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the rplated numerical
problems on water purification and its significance in industry and
daily life.

Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various industrial applications of polymers

BT-101
Engineering
Chemistry

Draw the Phase diagrams of one &amp; two component systems
and causes, consequences and methods to minimize corrosion to
improve industrial designs.

t

skills.
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Identify the structure of unknown/new
spectroscopy and understand periodic

oxidation states and electro

compounds with the help of
properties such as ionization

v1

ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical
es.

To introduce effective mathematical tools for the solutions of

To troduce1n the tools of differentia andtion of functionsintegration
of thosevariable usedare incomplex varrous techniques dealing

blems

Mathematics-II

oT the student withacquaint toolsmathematical available tn vector
calculUS needed vanous offield andsclence engmeermg.

ve use of verbal and non-verbal communication for enhanced
soft skill beside enhanced reading comprehension as well

Effecti

Write the different kinds of and technical
English for,

Communication
Apply basic rules of grammff in both written as well as oral
communication.

oT introduce the of ASlCSB fo DCconcept electrical Network
incl network theorems

Network(oT theintroduce of ofBasics ACconcept electrical single
J& e

introduction of transformer.To of law of
of various electrical Machines.To

Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

ElectronicsBasicTo

ofscales, and curves.Draw various

ections of & linesDraw

of Planes & SolidsDraw ortho
Draw andections of solidsdevelopment including cylinders

and

Engineering
Graphics

Draw isometric views of
AUTOCAD.

Planes and Solids, Drawing using

Use hand and tools for different

Select the tools for
Comprehend the safety
the tools.

measures required to be taken while using

Manufacturing
Practices

JobF F W, and
Demonstrate the o knowf andapplication setsledge acquired

thefrom andcourse in theworkplace ob function/rSassigned J

Intemship-I (60
Hrs Duration)
at the Institute
. level

Solve real life ln thechallenges anal workbyworkplace ysmg
envronment and and Sconditions, te Sskillelecting etsappropna

thefrom course

,j

+

BT-202

BT-103

BT-104

BT-105

machine tools while

BT-106

skill

BT-107
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Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
issue/s to

Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmbniously with different company
stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition during

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural aspects
parochial to their colleges.ofthe rural areas

Students are expected to observe, investigate and leam about the
following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics, Literacy,
Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes of government
otlndia and State oJX4Adhyq fi44esh in operation in the villages.
To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in social'
activities and imbibe human values among them.
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and
develop healthy habits in people in Ellqses.

BT-108

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship
Unnat Bharat

Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build aL understanding of the
development agenda within instiiutes of Higher Education and an
institutional and torelevant nationalcapacity training needs,

ofthose India.rural
knowledge of energy carriers, energy technologies, energy

challenges and energy system integration and environment
sustainability.

Get the

Leam about the different types of ecosystems present in
environment, ecological succession and energy flow in the
eco

understand the value of biodiversity to human societies, threats to
biodiversity, In-situ and Ex-situ conservation ofbiodiversity.
Acquire knowledge of different types of environmental pollution,
its effects on life and its remedies

ES-301
Energy &

Environmental
Engineering

Aware about the social issue related to the environment,
environment ethics, protection and conservation acts for the
environment.
students will be able to understand the notion of mathematical
thinking and algorithmic thinking and be able to apply them in
problem solving such as formula specifications, verifications and
basic concepts ofset theory.
Understand the basic principle of boolean algebra,logica and set

rr-302 Discrete
Structure

Be able to construct simple mathematical proof and possess the
to them

I
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Acquire abllity to describe computing problems with the help of
graph theorv and Finite state machines, also express its utility in

and real time lems
basic to solve combinatorial

strucfures

oT theunderstand of linear non-linearconcept structures)

operations themon andperformed the of various dataapplications

Understand the arrays, searching and sorting algorithms

Solve

thms and

ano ects
Define data types and
structures

also deal with operations applied for data

Understand how to the orapply ect-orientedmaJ obj toconcepts
oimplement orientedbject 1n C++programs , encapsulation,

tanceinheri and

and its
linked list and its variations

invol trees and
attributes and methods for

Data Structur'e

Object Oriented
Programming

& Methodology

thw1 theClassify of and lateunderstanding early
ofusagebinding, exception generlchandling, programming.

Perform number ebas useconvorslon, Boolean tologic
talcircui ts

rn communication
Understand use of encoders, mdecoders, and d-ultiplexers

B ofv learning combinational anddesign circuitssequential students
can understand useits ln such asdigital systems computers,

Scommunication and other modem techno

Digital Circuits
& System

Srud fo ADCa DAand Cv with devicesalong withdisplav enable
tostudents understand conversronsignal itsand and theirdisplay

and devices
Understand fundamentals of such ASprogrammmg variables

andconditional iterative etc.methodsexecution,

AWT

Understand fundamental ofS ect orientedebj ln avaJrprogrammmg
and be familiar with important likeconcepts inheritanceclasg, and

JDBand C
The different data typES, structuresdesign functi ons tot loops,

JaYa

API IavatheprogramDevelop Iayausmg collection wellAS theAS
classstandard

IT-303

IT-304

IT-305

rT-306
JAVA

Programming
Lab

I

data the

inheritance

create

Java
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To display the utility of information and talent units obtained from
the path and place of business withinside the assigned task

function/s"

Evaluation of
Internship-I

completed at I
year level

BT-107

Solve actual existence demanding situations withinside the path via
way of means of analysing the area and choosing suitable ability
units obtained from the

Exhibit important questioning and hassle fixing talents via way of
means of analysing underl issue/s to challenges

Demonstrate the capacity to hamess assets with the aid of using

analysing demanding situations and thinking about opportunitres

Articulate profession alternatives via way of means of thinking
about possibilities in company, sector, industry, expert and

academic advancement

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired

from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges

Demonstrate appreciation and respect fbr diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders

BT-307

90 hrs
Internship

based on using
various

softwares -
Internship -II

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition during
internship
Understand mathematical tools for the Numerical Solutions

and
Describe mathematical knowledge to understand Laplace

transformation, Inverse Laplace transformation and Fourier
Transform which are used in various branches of engineeriqg-
Work with mathematical tools available in Statistics needed in

needs of engineers to understand applications of
nunrerical analysis, transtbrm calculus and statisticai tecliniques in

Solve wide range of practical problems appearing in
sections of science and engineering

order to acquire mathem atical knowledge
ditferent

various field of science ancl

Fulfi11

Mathematics-
mBT-401

Undersiand basic structure of computer system, arithmetic

Understand the arithmetic operations,
microprogramrned control units

study of hardwired and
rr"4a2 Computer

Architecture
Develop the concepts of memory management, interleaving and

mappmg

rJ

*

operations

+
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the arithmetic and instructional
Explain the function of multi processing and techniques to achieve
it
Implement sorting and searching algorithms
Experiment with techniques for obtaining maximum outputs with
minimum efforts
Make use of dynamic program

Solve 8 queens problem and others of the kind for application in
real world scenario

IT-403
Analysis and

Design of
Algorithm

Distinguish between np hard and np complete problems and
develop their solutions.
Differentiate Analog and Digital Signal and types of signals.

Understand the communication of information over the
communication channel.
Understand how information signal of low frequency can be
transmitted with the help of. modulation
techniques over a long distance.
Differentiate different modulation techniques such as AM, SSB,
DSB and FM.

rT-404
Analog &

Digital
Communication

Explain using block diagrams, modulation and demodulation
techniques for digital signal and
determine bandwidth requirement.
Compare file system and DBMS and explain how DBMS is better
than traditional file processing systems
Analyse the physical and logical dxa base designs, database

Analyse and renovate an information model into a relational
innovation schema and to use DDL, DML and DCL utilities to
implement the schema using a DBMS.

and network models

Formula data retrieval carries in SQL and relational algebra
Demonstrate an understanding of functional dependencies,
normalisation theory and apply such knowledge to the design of a
database

IT-405
Data base

Management
System

Demonstrate and explain terms like transaction processing,
concurency control, distributed database and big data

Be acquainted with elements, tags and basic structure of HTML
fi1es

Designing of web page-document layout, working with list,
working with tables.
Practice hyper linking, designing of webpage-working with frames,
forms and controls.

rT-406
Introduction to
Web Design

Prepare creating style sheet, CSS properties, background, text, font
and styling etc.

Iiir4,:").
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Practice the use of multimedia onents in HTML documents

Understand the basic commands used in Linux operating system

Leam the important LinX library functions and system calls

Write, compiled and debug shell script and Linux environmentrT-407
Open Source
Software Lab
(Linux and R) Leamhow to program in R and write R functions

Read data into R, access R packages

Exposure to Organizational skills and professional practices

Efficiently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Improved Communication & interpersonal skills

Exposure to latest technology applications to the specific discipline
BT-408

90 hrs
Internship

based on using
various

software -
Internship -II Identification of relevant problems in the industry and innovative

solutions.

Gain knowledge of history of operating systems and understand
design issues associated with operating systems

Identify the process management policies and analyze and compare
scheduling of processes by CPU along with memory management.

Understand concepts of memory management (including virtual
memory), VO and concurrency control.
Describe demand paging and operating system security

IT-501
Operating

System

Understand issues related to file
implementation, disk management

system interfaces and

Have a good understanding of the OSI reference model and its
layers
Identiff four networking and infrastructure components and the
rules they serve and given requirements and constraints, design and
IT infrastructure including devices, topologies, protocols, system
software, management and security
Analyse the requirements for a given organisational structure and
select the most appropriate networking architecture and
technologies

Specify and identify deficiencies in existing protoools, and then go
on to formulate new and better protocols

rr-502 Computer
Network

Design a reliable data transfer protocol and incrementally and
develop solutions for the requirements of transport layer

Convert between finite automata, regular Erammar, and regular
expres sion representation of regular I anguages

Play the pumping lemma for regular languages to determine if a

language is regular
IT-503

Theory of
Computation

Convert between gramma$ and pushdown automata for context
free languages

1&,tfi
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Translate a context free grammar from one form to another and

demonstrate is 1S

Produce simple programmes for a touring machine and explain the
concept of undecidability ability and its examples

Be familiar with terminology used in this area

Explain what constitutes artificial intelligence and how to identify
systems with artifi cial intelligence
Know how to build simple knowledge based systemsrT-504

Artificial
Intelligence

Have ability to apply knowledge representation, reasoning, and
machinp learning techniques to real-world problems

Learn to access database through Java programs, using lava Data
Base Connectivity (JDBC)

Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP

Make a reusable software component, using Java Bean. Invoke the
remote methods in an application using Remote Method Invocation
(RMI)

Understand the multi-tier architecture of web-based enterprise
applications using Enterprise JavaB eans (EJB ).

rr-505 Advanced Java
Lab

Develop Stateful , Stateless and Entity Beans. Use Struts
frameworks, which gives the opportunity to reuse the codes for
quick development..
To encourage the all round development of students by focusing on
soft skills so it helps to bridge the gap between the skill
requirements of the employer or industry and the competency of the
students.
To make the engineering students aware of the importance, the role
and the content of soft skills through instruction, knowledge
acquisition, demonstration and praetice.

rr-506
Soft Skills and
Interpersonal

Communication
To develop and nurture the soft skills of the students through

To improve the communication'skills &amp; enrich personality
development. and to enhance the employability of the students.

individual and activities

To display the utility of information and talent units obtained from
the path and place of business withinside the assigned task
functiorVs"
Solve actual existence demanding situations withinside the path via
way of means of analysing the area and choosing suitable ability
units obtained from the path

Exhibit important questioning and hassle fixing talents via way of
means of analysing underlying issue/s to challenges

IT-507
Evaluation of
Internship-II

Demonstrate the capacity to harness assets with the aid of using
analysing demanding situations and thinking about opporflrnities

f *,.qQl



Articulate profession altematives via way of means of thinking
about possibilities in company, sector, industry, expert and
academic advancement
A fully engaged student shall be able to get exposure to undertake a

project.short research
To enable the students to develop comprehensive solution of
identified problems.IT-508

Minor Projeet-
I To inculcate the ability to synthesize the results of the detailed

analytical studies conducted, lay down validity and design criteria,
interpret the result for application to the problem, develop the

and detailed solution
Understand the core concepts of computer graphics

Apply geometric transformation on graphics-based objects and arso
clipping, and colour models

Understand multimedia system architecture,
components and use various

multimedia
multimedia tools

IT-601
Computer

Graphics &
Multimedia

Perform activities involved in design, development and, testing of
rendering, shading and animationmodelling,

asic concepts of wireless network and wirelessExplain the b
generations

theDemonstrate different such ASwireless technologies CDMA,
GPRS etc

design considerations for deploying the wireless
network infrastructure
Explain the

the importance of adhoc networks such as MANET and
wireless sensor networks
Appraise

rT-602
Wireless and

Mobile
Computing

and support to security measures, standards, servicesDifferentiate
and five considerations

Speciff and analyze the lexical, syntactic and semantic structures of
Demonstrate an of the

advanced feafures.
a scanner, parser, and semantic analyser without the aid of

automatic
Write

rT-603 Compiler
Design

techniques for intermediate code and machine codeDescribe

strucfuresthe andDesign forsupport advancedrequired compiling
features

Define various software afplication domains and remember
different process models used in software developmentrT-604 Software

Engineering understand various measures of software and generate project
schedule

desion

Implement various shapes drawing algorithms

implement
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Describe functional and non-functional requirements of software
and models of software
Investigate the reasons of bugs and apply the software testing
technique,s in commercial environment

various activities to be perform for improving software
quality and software maintenance
Understand

I"qlell python and have of syntax of python
Describe the
dictionaries in

numbers, math functions, strings, list, tuples and
Pr4hon

s different decision statements and functions
functions, s etc

rT-60s Programming
in Python

Design GUI applications in python and evaluate different database

eriment on Integrated Development Environment for Android

and serUDesign andInterfaces fImplement o AndroidLayouts

Exp
A

Use Intents for acti and datainAndroid A
D Database lication and Content Providersand

IT-606 Android
Programming

with camera and location-based service and
android with feafures

developExperiment

To

functiorVs

show the of statistics andapplication devicesexpertise acquired
from the route and of withinside theplace job assigned challenge

ll

actualSolve existence situations the ademanding rh vlap
of means of the areaway and choanalys mg suitableosing ability
obtainedunits from the

Demonstrate the ability to hamess property with the useful resource
of the use of analysing annoying conditions and considering

Exhibit critical and skillsthinking problem solving by analysing
sue/1S toS

rT-607 Internship-III

options
opportuni company,

careerArticulate thru manner o methodf fo considering
ties ln sector ) andindustry professional

educational advancement
tullA student beshall toableengagedv undertaketo aget exposure

short ect.
oT theenable tostudents VEdevelop solution ofcomprehensi

identifiedrT-608 Minor Project
II ability to synthesize the results of the detailedTo inculcate the

studiesanalytical down validiconducted, andlay ty design criteria,
the result for to theapplication theinterpret problem, develop

and detailed solution

IGAG

Develop code in Dython

research
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Understand of ANN and the XOR blem

IT-701 Soft Computing

Use supervise neural networks to classify given inputs

Understand unsupervised neural networks for clustering data

understand fuzzy inference system using concepts of fuzzy logic
Obtain an optimal solution'to a given problem using genetic
aleorithm

Explain the core issues of cloud computing such as security,
privacy, and interoperability

Demonstrate of virhralization

Choose the appropriate technologies, algorithms, and approaches
for the related issues

rr-702
Computing

Cloud

Identify problems, and explain, analyze, and evaluate various cloud
computing solutions
Understand internet of things ard its hurdwa.e and
components

software

Interface I/O devices, sensors and communication modules
Analyse data from various sources,in real time and take necessary
actions in an intelligent fashion

monitor data and control devices

Developed real life IOT-based projects

Remotel

rT-703
Internet of

Things

Configure various virtmlization tools such as Virtualbox, VMware
workstation

Learn how to simulate a cloud environment to implement new
schedulers.

and a web in a PaaS environment

Install and use a generic cloud environment that can be used as a

Irlanipulate large data sets in a parallel environment.

cloud.

rT-704 Cloud
Computing Lab

Demonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their selected
topic.

project

Undertake problem identification, formulation and solution.
Design engineering solutions to 

'complex 
problems utilising a

systems approach.
Communicate with engineers and the community atlarge in written
and oral forms.

IT-706 Major Project-I

Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a professional
engineer.
Demonstrate awareness of the ethics involved in doing an internship

IT-607
Evaluation of
Internship -III Describe, aralyze, and synthesize their learning experience in the

internship in the

iftA_Q

Explain the core concepts of the cloud computing paradigm
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form of an

new learning from the'intemship experience in the formArticulate
ofan oral
Show and ASSESS the out anunderstanding challenges carrymg

ln a crosscultural with limited andskillsintemship setting language
aln short

Gain and in their chosen field.
Understand key terms and concepts in
Cryptography and evaluate the cyber

information security and
security needs of arl

secureto terAcquire knowledge compu systems, protect personal
and securedata, an1nnetworks

know of vanousApply ledge thms andencryption algori
authentication mechanisms to secure information tn computer

and networks
Understand of web toprinciples networksecuresecurity by

and anal nafurethe fo andattacksmonitoring ynng desigr/develop
forarchitecture an

IT-801 Information
Security

and tioninformaDesign operational strategic andstrategiessecurity

the characteristics of machine

Create andprobabilistic unsupervised models forleaming handling
unknown

variousApply methodssupervised toleaming appropriate

and thanmore oneIdentify integrate toue theenhancetechniq
foIT-802 Machine

Leaming

the oco-occuffence f data toAnalyze find interesting frequent
andpattems datathe beforePreprocess to real-worldapplying any
and can evaluate its erformance

an understanding of various basic
with envronments

concepts associatedTo develop

Understand, appreciate and apply parallel and distributed
1n blem sol

toskills themeasureAcquire ofperformance andparallel
distributed
D toesrgn parallel enhanceprograms machine 1nperformance

hardware environment

rT-803 Parallel
Computing

Design and implement parallel programs in modern environments

the characteristics of machine

such as CUD etc

IT-804 Machine
Leaming Lab vanousApplv supervised methods toleaming appropriate
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Identify and integrate more than one technique to enhance the
of

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering

Vision of Electronics and Communication Engineering

To produce globally competent electronics & communication engineering students with

knowledge of core as well as inter discipline domains.

Mission of Electronics and Communication Engineering

1. Educating the students in field of electronics and communication engineering to create

competent professionals with moral values, social ethics and pursuing higher education.

2. lnculcating the understanding technical competence in the fields of electronics and

communication engineering and implementation of ,theoretical concepts in practical

multidiscipline scenarios.

Program Educational Objective (PEO's) of Electronics and Communication Engineering

Create probabilistic and unsupervised learning models for handling
unknown pattern.

Analyze the co-occurence of data to find interesting frequent
patterns and Preprocess the data before applying to any real-world
problem and can evaluate its performance
Learn about different software development process models and
software engineering principles and develop an ability to apply

of real life blemsthem to software
Plan, analyze, design and implement a software project using

like Java, ASP, PHP etc

Gain confidence at having conceptualized, designed and
implemented a working major project with their team.

Understand the fundamental principles of Software Project
management & will also have a good knowledge of responsibilities
of ect and how to handle these.

Major Project-
II

PEO-1

IT-805

with the different methods and techniques used for
project management.
Be familiar

tU.'tt*
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To create the ability to demonstrate technical competence in the fields of electronics and

communication engineering and to develop solutions to the.problems in core as well as inter

disciplinary areas.

PEO.2

To develop graduates with sound academic background and industrial exposure this gives them

capability to make a productive contribution to society through lifelong learning.

PEO.3

To develop competent professionals with moral values, ethics to build an efficient team with soft

skill capabilities

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO's) of Electronics and Communication Engineering
PSOl

The ability to analyze, design and implement application specific electronic system for complex
engineering problems for analog, digital domain, communications and signal processing

applications by applying the knowledge of basic sciences, engineering mathematics and

engineering fundamental s.

PSO2

The ability to adapt for rapid changes in tools and technology with an understanding of societal

and ecological issues relevant to professional engineering practice through life-long learning.

PSO3

Excellent adaptability to function in multi-disciplinary work environment, good interpersonal

skills as a leader'in ateamin appreciation of professional ethics and societal responsibilities.

1*,ilfi-
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Programme Outcomes (PO's) of Electronics and Communication Engineering

Upon successful completion of the programme, the students would have the following attributes

Demonstrate knowledge of

a. Differential and integral calculus, differential equations, linear algebra, vector

calculus, complex variables, Laplace transforms, Fourier transforms, and

probability and statistics,

b. Basic physics including mechanics, electricity and magnetism, and optics,

c. Basic chemistry and environmental science,

d. Basic computing,

e. Analog, digital circuit analysis and design techniques ,

f. Architecture and applications of Electronics, Communications Engineering

systems.

2. Identify, formulate and solve complex problems in the domains of analog/digital design,

signal processing and communication engineering, reaching substantiated conclusions

using first principles of Mathemhtics and Engineering Sciences.

3. Design/develop

a. Microproces sor/lVlicrocontroller based systems

b. Communication and Networking systems

c. Algorithms for signal process

d. VLSI circuit components to meet desired specifications with realistic constraints

such as manufacturability and sustainability.

4. Design and conduct experiments in analogidigital systems, signal processing and

communication and,networking systems, analyze and interpret data, and synthesize

information to provide valid conclusions using simulation,techniques and,/or numerical

methods, graphics.

1
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5. Select and apply necessary modern electronic instruments like Digital Storage

Oscilloscope, DSP and FPGA trainer kits, Microcontrollers and software tools such as

Spice, MATLAB and HDL for Digital Signal Processing, Communication Engineering,

Networking and VLSI engineering practices with an understanding of their limitations.

6. Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, safety, legal

and cultural issues, and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional

engineering practice.

7. Demonstrate the knowledge of contemporary issues in the field of Electronics and

Communication Engineering.

8 Commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of engineering practice.

9. Work effectively as an individual, and also as a member or leader in multicultural and

multidisciplinary teams.

10. Effectively communicate on their Electronics and Communication Engineering activities,

with the Engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to
comprehend and write effective reports and design' documentation, make effective

presentations.

ll.Manage projects by applying gained knowledge on Engineering and Management

principles

12. Adapt themselves wholly to the demands of the Electronics and Communication related

Engineering by life-long learning.

t[].tG
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Course Outcomes (CO's) of Electronics and Communication Engineering (UG)

it

o\

I

Univ.
Subject
Code

Subject Name

The coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of wave nature of particres and the Schrodinger
equation.

willStudent toable understand the of aveW l.e.knowledge optics
andinterference diffracti on.

oT introduce the ofidea likesolids semiconductors and N(P type
semiconductors andDiodes HallType effect.), willStudents also be

able to understand the basic of

in field of scrences

To the ofdevelop understanding Lasers,

Engineering.
Physics

of Electrostatics in vacuum.To to basic

toTo introduce falloutsthe fo Rolle S thatTheorem is fundamental
ofapplication to blemsEngineering pro

function

To theintroduce ofidea differential andapplying calculus tointegral
notions of curvature and to fromlmproper someApartintegrals.

it basica onintroduction Beta and Gamma
To the tool of andseflesdevelop seriesFourierpowor for learning
advanced Mathematics.

the student with functions of several variables that is
essential in most branches of
To familiarize

engmeermg

manner
To the essential tool ofdevelop and linear a1nalgebra

Understand the properties of material,
and cast iron.

stress strain. Properties of alloys

Understand the concept machine tools their
and their

measurement and

theUnderstand of flowfluid ertiesconcept of Bprop ernoulli Sfluid,
'ascal SP law

and its

To U thenderstand of heat andconcept law oftemperature,
boilers and theirthermodynamics, andmountings basicaccessofles,

Basic
Mechanical
Engineering

oT theUnderstand of different 4andworking 2 strokecycles strokes,
theirand

acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
engineering and materials used in. construction.

Students will
BT-204

Basic Civil
Engineering &

Mechanics Gain the to use modern to measure

{.

'*t

CO Description

BT-201

fiber optics and their

BT-102 Mathematics-I

matrices

BT-203

1*i-.&
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and distances.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and

Students will have the ability to identi$2, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.
Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system, its role and functionalities and to
apply concepts of MS word, MS power point, MS Excel efficiently.
Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical

Translate the algorithms to programs applying object-oriented
concepts in C++ programming language.

blems.

Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols, E
commerce applications, impact of security threats and attacks on

Understand the different method for representing and processing data
and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its various
ffie of services.

and also measures

BT-205
Basic

Computer
Engineering

leamers to develop good listening skills.
Encourages leamer to talk freely and lose their shyness when talking in

peoplefront of the
To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable and
help in removins the stage frisht
Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation skills.

BT-206
Language Lab
& Seminars

Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical problems
on water purification and its significance in industry and daily life.

Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the Epe of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various industrial applications of polymers

Draw the Phase diagrams of one &amp; two component systems and
causes, consequences and methoils to minimize corrosion to improve
industrial designs.

BT-101

Identiff the structure of unknown/new compounds with the help of
spectroscopy and understand periodic properties such as ionization
potential, oxidation states and electro negativity

BT-202 Mathematics-II
To introduce effective mathematical tools for the solutions of ordinary
and partial differential equations that model physical processes.

I

Engineering
Chemistry

r,JAC
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To introduce the tools of differentiation and integration of functions of
complex variable those are used in varioui techniques dealing

blems

lQAfi.

To acquaint the student with mathematical tools available in vector
calculus needed various field of science and engmeeflng.

Effective use of verbal and non-verbal communication for enhanced
soft skill beside enhanced reading comprehension as well
Write the different kinds of and technical

English for
Communication

Apply basic rules of grammar in both written as well as oral
commumcation.
To introduce the concept
network theorems.

of Basics of DC electrical Network including

concept of Basics of AC electrical N
&3

etwork(singleTo introduce the

of law of introduction of trans formerTo

of various electrical Machines.To

BT-104
Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

To Basic Electronics.
Draw various of and curves.

ections of ints & linesDraw

Draw ections of Planes & Solids
wDra andsections of solidsdevelopment conesincluding linders,cy

and

Engineering
Graphics

Draw isometric views of planes
AUTOCAD.

and Solids, Drawing using

Use hand and tools for different es

machine tools while onent
Select the tools for specific
Comprehend the safety
tools.

measures required to be taken while using the

BT-106 Manufacturing
Practices

F ff, and Job.

Demonstrate the application of
the course and workplace in the

knowledge and skill sets acquired from
assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges worlplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, aird selecting appropriate skill sets

in the

from the course
Exhibit critical and. blem sol skillsthinking pro vmg by analysing

toissue/sunderl
Demonstrate appreciation and respect
professionals by engaging harmoniously
stakeholders

for diverse groups of
with different company

Intemship-I (60
Hrs Duration)
at the Institute

level

&

'\C

writing.BT-103

BT-105

Exhibit ethics

BT-107
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internship
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This course is
the rural areas

to sensitize students theabout socio-cultural ofaspects
theirto

are expected to observe, investigate and learn about theStudents

of the rural Dt. emoaspects Lireglon graphics teracy
theof S11. ofchemesGeographical parameters ofVillage government

andIndia tateS fo 1nPradesh thein
To enhance critical thinking by
activities and imbibe human values

making them participate in social
among them.

Rural S Bharatwachh is toAbhiyan Scleanlines andpromote develop
tshabi ln ln

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship
Unnat Bharat

Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach

capacity and training relevant to national needs, especially those of
rural India.

Abhiyan:BUnnat harat To build an theofunderstanding development
within institutes ofagenda andEducation an institu tionalHigher

To determine the root which becanfinding toused VCsoltechniques
practical alsoengineering problems demonstrate the use of

tomethods findinterpolation intermediate 1nvalues given graphical
anilor tabulated data.

most applicable for given problem also will be able to approximate and
analysis the errors obtained in the numerical solution-of equations,
ordinary, pafiiar differential equations and simultaneous equitions as
well.

the ofApply numericalconcept to thefind relativeanalysis strengths
and sesweaknes of each method knowandcomputation atewhich

To analtheapply toytical technique function ASexpress periodic
F SoufleI erles and the ofacqulre concepts transformationLaplace

ln evers T&amp ransform itswithLaplace to Psolve artialproperty
Differential andtionequa DifferentialOrdinary withEquation given

conditions which ISboundary alllnhelptul &amp;engmeenng
work.research

Apply the concept
probability distribution
diversified fields.

a random variable,
their application in

of
and

the concept of Measurement and
effor,
Students will able to understand

willStudents able to and different ofanalyze design usedtypes bridges
for measurement of andInductance cResistance, apacitance
Students will able to
instrumentation transducers

understand the operation of various

Electronic
Measurement

&
Instrumentation

will able to understand the operation of various electronic
instruments like CRO and

Students

Signal Generators.

+

following

BT-108

a

BT3O1
Mathematics-

m

EC302
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students will able to understand the working of the digital
measurement and instruments used in Instrumentation world.
Design combinational circuit
subtractor and others.

with the help of logic gates like adder

devices like and other
circuits like ster &countersD

EC303 Digital
Electronics

families and semiconductor memories and converters
Students will
Semiconductor
materials.

able to understand the general
Material Properties, compound

insight about
semiconductor

as:

willStudents toable theunderstand various of different diodestype
such Tunnel aractorVdiodes, diodes, PhotoSehottky diode, diodes,
Photodetector cell.solar
Students will toable theunderstand andIdeal Practical diode, Clipper

willStudents toable understand the current andcomponents equations
andCE CCCB, andconfiguration, mput characteristics.output

Electronic
Devices

Students will able to understand and JFET construction.
willGraduates be able to understand the basic circuit circuitelements,

andvariables ffKirchho laws.
willGraduates ablebe solto ve andmesh nodeproblems using

Graduates will be able to domaincircuits in
Graduates will be able to understand nefworksof twothe

EC3O5
Network
Analysis

understandGraduates can tuned &circuits resonance
Students will able to concept of Measurement and
e1Tor

understand the

S tudents ablewill to and differentanalyze of USdesign edtypes bridges
for measurement of andInductanceResistance, capacitance.
Students will able to understand the operation of vanous
instrumentation transducers.

tudentsS will able to understand the of varlousoperation electronic
likernstruments andCRO GeneratorsSignal

EC306 EMI Lab

willStudents toable theunderstand of theworking digital
andmeasurement usedrnstruments Instrumentation!n world.

social ibility,

beto a multi-skilledAbility withengmeer technicalgood know1edge,
andmanagement, leadership, environmental andrespons

skills.BT107

Evaluation of
Intemship-I

completed at I
year level ,

theUnderstand us fo &age tools themtechnologiesmodem. offield
&Electronics Communication Engineering

Xftl\#
*

q-
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Get the knowledge of energy carriers, energy technologies, energy
challenges and energy system integration and environment

Energy &
Environmental

Engineering
ES4Ol

Learn about the different types of ecosystems present in environment,
ecological succession and energy flow in the ecosystem.

Understand the value of biodiversity to human societies, threats to
biodiversity, In-situ and Ex-situ conservation of biodiversity.
Acquire knowledge of different types of environmental pollution, its
effects on life and its remedies.

Aware about the social issue related to the environment, environment
ethics, protection and conservation acts for the environment
Students will able to generate and characterize various continuous and
discrete time signals.

to develop input output relationship for linear shift
invariant system and
continubus and discrete

understand the convolution operator for
time system

Students will able

willStudents toable anal the ofcharacteristicsyze spectral signals
ounerF

Students will able to analyze DT
transforms.

systems & their realization using Z-

EC4O2
Signals &
Systems

Students will able to evaluate and the reconstruction of
Develop an understanding of the basic electronic communication

Derive the mathem atical models for analog modulation schemes ie for
AM
Derive the mathematical models for analog modulation schemes ie for
FM
Anal transmitters & receivers.and

EC4O3 . Analog
Communication

the effects of noise in continuous wave modulation
able to develop an understanding of the basic control

system and use it for the solution'of electronics and communication
engineering problems

Students will

Students will able to derive the mathematicar models for Time
Response analysis and time-domain stability analysis.

willStudents able to thederive models'mathematical for Frequency
and FResponse ls.requency-domain analysstability

Students will able to derive and anal blems

EC404 Control System

willStudents toable state andblemanalyze prospace controllability
oand

EC4O5 Analog Circuits Students will able to understand the application of feedback and its

*

, t,.,r,

&

process and use it for the solution of electronics and communication
engineering with signals

iti't"fr
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Students will able to understand the basics of ICs and VLSI flow
Students will able to understand the basic applications of OpAmp
which are universally used.
Students will able to understand the timer circuit and their IC
confi zurations as multi-vibrators.
Students will able to understand the various regulation ICs and their
application and comparisons

Design and simulate Basic Electronic circuits (examples rectifiers,
clippers, clampers, diode, transistor characteristics etc).

Analyze Transient and steady'state analysis of RLi RC/ RLC circuits
and rcalization of network theorems.

Study of virtual instruments built in the software.

Analyze circuit optimization

E,C4O6 Simulation Lab

Analyze fabricated PCB
Students will be able to know about 8086 microprocessor addressing
modes and pin
Students will be able to know about 8086 microprocessor instruction

Students will be able to know about 8155, 8255, Interfacings key
boards, LEDs , ADC, DAC and memory Interfacing

set and their

Students will be able to know about 8254 programmable interval
timer, 8259A programmable intemrpt controller & 8257 DMA
controller.

EC 501
Microprocessor

& its
Application

Sfudents can able to differentiate various sampling methods and pulse
modulation schemes.

Students can able to understand mathematical model,
advantages, disadvantages and application various Analog to Digital
conversion methods.

spectrum,

Students can able to understand mathematical model, spectrum,
advantages, disadvantages and application of various digital
modulation schemes.

Students can able to understand probability of error and signal space
representation of various digital modulation Schemes.

EC 502
Digital

Communication

Students can able to understand Information theory, Source coding and
channel
Students will able to analyze and'design different type of S

analyze and Design filter and Attenuators

ymmetrical

Students will able to

And As Network

Sfudents will able to analyze the line parameters and various losses in
transmission lines.

EC 503

Departmental
Elective (A)
cNTl (B)
Mobile

Communication
(C) Advanced

Students willbe able to know about the microcontrollers (8051).

Students will able to apply smith chart for line parameter and

t i; '',q"*
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Control system impedance calculations

ou

b'

Students will able to analyze and match Impedance
Students will be able to apply vector calculus to understanding the
Coloumbs Iaw, Gauss law, electrostatic potential, and Laplace and
Poisson equation boundary condition and be able to solve the
electrostatic problem.
Students will be able to apply. vector calculus to understand the
Biosavert law, Ampere circuital law, Lorentz force inductance and be
able to solve the magneto static problem.
Students will be able to analyze the Maxwell's equations for

fields.
Students will be able to derive Electromagnetic wave equation and
apply the Poynting expression.

EC 504

Open Elective
(A) EMr
(Electro

Magnetic .

(Theory) (B)
Computer

System
Organisation
(C) Process

Control
Instrumentation Students will be able to Understand the behavior of electromagnetic

wave in different medium.
Students will able to analyze and design different type of Symmetrical

and Design filter and AttenuatorsStudents will able to

And Network

Students will able to anaryze the line parameters and various losses in
transmission lines.

will able to apply smith chart for line parameter and
impedance calculations
Students

EC 505 CNTL Lab

Students will able to and match e

EC 506
Matlab

Programming

the different toolbox in the MATLAB like. communication
toolbox, control system toolbox, math toolbox, etc and also
Understanding the programming in MATLAB which is based on the
mentioned toolbox.

Understand

Ability to be
management,

a multi-skilled engineer with good technical knowledge,
leadership, social and environmental responsibility, and

entrepreneursbip skills.EC 507
Evaluation of
Intemship-II

understand the usage of modern technologies & tools in the field of
Electronics & Communication Engineering

Identify and find solution to problems

skills & Presentation skills
EC 508 Minor Project 1

Develop the team work and leadership skills with professional and

Students will able to understand the characteristics of continuous time
and discrete-time signals and systems.

EC-601
Digital Signal

Processing Able to calculate Z-transforms for discrete time signals and system
functions and also understand the relationship between poles, zeros,

+

+

analvz,e

Get awareness on design methodology using modern technologies,
tools and systems and implementation real time.

Applv

tr(";fl"r3
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and stability

+

Analyze signals using the discrete Fourier series and discrete Fourier
transform.
The students will understand the basics of Fast Fourier Transform.
Able to design Digital IIR/ FIR filters from Analog filters using
various techniques.
Student will be able to get
form the field patterns.

detailed knowledge of antenna theory to

Student will be able to relate transmission and reception of antenna

Student will be able to know the applications and various antenna

to understand the antenna arrays and synthesis ofStudent will be able

tudentS bewill toable work with ofmodels waRadio ve propagation
Communication

E.C.602
Antenna &

Wave
propagation

Students will able
Communication.

to understand all the terminologies related to Data

Students will able
model and TCP/P

to understand the Functions of each layer of OSI
model.

Students can understand the
data link and transport layer

and accesses control methods are

error coffection and detection process at
They can solve numerical based on this.

also known to them
Students can understand the frame size protocol details and
architecture of ATM, SONET, X.25, frame relay and many more

EC-603

Departmental
Elective (A)

Data
Communication

(B) CMOS
Design (C)

Satellite
Communication

andon
Students will be able to know about 8051 interfacing.
Students will be able to know about 8096 microcontroller..
Students will be able to know about basics of embedded
Students will be able to know about Embedded architectureEC-604

Open Elective
(A)

Microcontroller
& Embedded

system (B) Bio-
medical

Electronics (C)
Power

Electronics

Students will be able to know'about IO peripheral devices.

Multiplexing Techniques, Line coding Techniques and Serial and
parallel transmissions will be known to students.

media, their comparison and specifications willVarious transmission
be known to sfudents.

NIC, RS-232 MODEM etc. networ hardware will be understood.

EC-605
Data

Communication
. Lab

Varrous LAN architectures andtopolo ervlcesgles, integrated digital
willnetwork be known students.

+

types.

to
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Students will be able to understand the communication between 8051
with PC.

EC-606
Microcontroller
& Embedded
System Lab

Students will be able to Study of various bit manipulation of 8051 .

Students will be able to do Programming of Timer and counter in
80s 1.

Students will be able to understand the Programming in 8051 for
sensor and actuator interfacing.
Students will be able to understand the Programming implementation
of 8051 with LCD interfacing

Get awareness on design methodology using modern technologies,
tools and systems and implementation real time.

Apply communication, writing skills & Presentation skills
Develop the team work and leadership skills with professional and
ethical values.

Students will able to demonstrate a clear understanding of CMOS
fabrication flow and technology scaling.

Students will able to design MOSFET based logic circuit
Students will able to draw layout of a given logic circuit
Students will able to demonstrate an understanding of working
principle of operation of different types of memories.

EC-70t VLSI Design

Students will able to demonstrate an understanding of working
reduction and Distribution.principles of

Understand basic concepts and applications of microwave systems and
Analyze different waveguide structures.

Understand about Solid State Devices and Application of Various type
of diodes, Transferred Electron Devices and Avalanche transit time
devices.

Understand microwave measurement.

Identify of various types of Microwave electronic components

EC-702

Departmental
Elective (A)
Microwave
Engg. (B)

Information
Theory &

Coding (C)
Nano

Electronics
Solving complex RF & Microwave communication network design

S.

Establish secure communication for his network for his deviees
connected in IOT.

Understand in about Internet of

Store his data securely on cloud and access it when required
Design web based application using various intemet protocols and
servlces

EC-703

(A) Cellular
Mobile

Communication
(B) Internet of

Things (C)
Probability
Theory &
Stochastic .

. Processor

Use sensor technology and RFID and wireless networking for
maintaining privacy and security concern in smart city and housing
environmental considerations.

Je,,t
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Understand basic concepts and applications of microwave systems and
different structures

EC-104 Microwave Lab

Understand about Solid State Devices and Application of Various type
of diodes, Transferred Electron Devices and Avalanche. transit time
devices.

Understand microwave measurement.

Identify of various types of Microwave electronic components.

Solving complex RF & Microwave communication network design
problerns S.

Students will be able to know about Arduino applications.
Students will be able to know about connecting Arduino with ESP
8266.
Students will be able to know about Sensor interfacing.
Students will be able to know about connecting various protocols

EC-70s I.O.T. Lab

Students will be able to get and post request through HTTP protocols
Identify the complex engineering problems relevant to the society and
industry
Apply moderr technologies, tools and systems in the field of
Electronics & Communieation Engineering to analyze the identified
problem

gqg, and implement a viable solution to the problem.D
Apply communication, writing skills & Presentation skills

EC-706 Major Project-I

Develop the team work and leadership skills with professional and
ethical values.
Ability to be a multi-skilled engineer with good technical knowledge,
management, leadership, socipl and environmental responsibility, and
entrepreneurship skills.EC-707

Evaluation of
Intemship -III

Understand the usage of modern technologies & tools in the field of
Electronics & Communication Engineering

Understand Optical Fiber Communication System and its parameters.

Analyze transmission characteristics of optical fiber
Understand the construction and operation of various optical sources
and detectors.

Performance analysis of optical receivers and study of fiber joints

EC 801
Optical Fibre

Cqmmunication

Students will able to develop a basic understanding of AI building
blocks presentedin intelligent agents.

Students will able to choose an appropriate problem-solving method
and knowledge representation technique.

EC 802

Departmental
Elective (A) AI

& Signal
Processing (B)

Wireless
Communication

Students will able to analyze the shength and weaknesses of AI
approaches to knowledge-intensive problem-solving.

IGiAg

Brief introduction of optical fiber networks and amplifieis
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(c) sG
Technology

Students will able to understand real time applications of Fourier
transform.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of Electronics and Communication Engineering (PG)

Students will able to describe discrete time systems in terms of

Understand the basic elements of digital image processing
difference

Develop and analyze the algorithm for discrete Fourier
transformations.
Understand the concept of Image enhancement by analyzing different
filtering
techniques
Applying different models and techniques to understand.the concept of
image
restoration

EC 803

Open Elective
(A) Wireless
Network (B)
Digital lmage
Processing (C)

Speech
Processing

Analyze and implement different image encoding methods
Understand the microwave signal measurement using VSWR and
frequency meter and practical' implementation of Microwave
Qqqqry4ication Systems.
Understand the design, application and practical implementation of
various Digital Modulation techniques.
Understand the various losses associated with OFC channel

EC 804
Advanced

Communication
Engg. Lab

Understand the characteristics of various antenna and its coverage area

Identify the complex engineering problems relevant to the society and
industry
Apply modern technologies, tools and systems in the field of
Electronics & Communication Engineering to analyze the identified
problem
Design and implement a viable solution to the problem.

EC 805
Major Project-

II

the team work and leadership skills with professional andD
ethical values.

skills & Presentation skillscommunication,

col Students will able to demonstrate the understanding of fundamentals of partial
differential equations by separation method, and finite difference methods.

co2
Students will able to solve problems on probability distributions, Binomial, Normal,
Sampling & Poisson's distribution, Estimate & apply all these concepts in
communication Engineering.

co3
. Students will able to apply Markovian process and distinguish the utility'of queuing

models.

MEDC 101 Advanced Mathematics , '
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Students will able to understand the operation of fuzzy set using mathematical
concept of set theory.

co4

co5

co1

Students will able to understand the reliability & estimate basic reliability functions
from complete failure data.

Students will able to understand the basic concepts and building blocks for
Embedded Systems.

c02 Students will able to understand the single chip various microcontrollers.

co3 Students will able to understand the software development modular approach and
analysis of recursion and debugging.

co4 able to understand the design and application of microcontroller in
data acquisition, embedded controller and process control.

Students will

Students will able to understand the architecture DSP processor for real time
application.

able to understand the discrete time system and their representation inStudents will
time and frequency domain.

co5

co1

co2 to apply the principles of z-transforms to finite differenceStudents will able

equations

co3 Students will able to apply the principles of ourier transform analysis to describe
the frequency characteristics of discrete-time signals and systems

co4 tudents will ab le apply different design for FIR andS to techni filtersIIRques

co1

co5
MEDC 104

will able to understand the fundamental concepts of VLSI design process

willStudents leab estimationto of ctral of randompower spe density process

Students

and CMOS fabrication process

co2 Students will able to understand the CMOS circuits and 1ogic design.
co3 tudents will able understand the CM design, ulationS to chiOS s1m verifiand cation.p

co4 to understand the CMOS subsystem design, simulation andStudents will able

co1

cos
MEDC 105

Students will able to understand various transmission mode and switching
techniques.

willStudents toable CADunderstand s andystem algorithm.

co2 Students able understand flow I di lawill to data onc tro ln fferent yers.

co3 Students will able to build the various routing mechanisms as well as design new
routing algorithm.

co4 Students ll ab identify the different Spes ofnetwork topolo gres andwl le to

MEDC 102 MICRO CONTROLLER SYSTEM DESIGN

MEDC 103

VLSI DESIGN
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cos S tudents llwi ba tole enumerate the la theof oSI andmodelyers '/IPTCP

co1 Students will able to understand the basic concepts and building blocks for
Embedded Systems

co2 singleStudents will toable theunderstand chi varl0us microcontrollers.p

co3 Students will able to understand the software development modular approach and
analysis ofrecursion and debugging

co4 Students will able to understand the design and application of microcontroller in
data acquisition, embedded controller and process control

cos Students will able to understand the architecture DSP processor for real time
application.

co1 Students will able to understand time system and their representation in
time and frequency domain

the discrete

co2 Students will able to apply the of z-transforms to finite difference
equations.

principles

co3 Students will able to the ofappl F,ourrerv transform analprinciples desto cribeysrs
the characteristi cs dioffrequency timescrete- s andignals systems

co4 appl techniqS tudents will able to different desiv ues FIRforgn IIRand filters.
co5 densityS tudents abwill tole ofestimation ofspectralpower random proces

co1 Students will able to understand the
and CMOS fabrication process.

concepts of VLSI design processfundamental

c02 Students will able to understand the CMOS circuits and logic design.

co3 chiptudentsS ablewill to understand CMthe OS des andsimulation cation.verifi18tr,

co4 Students will able to
verification.

understand the CMOS subsystem design, simulation and

algorithm.tudentsS 1twl blea to understand CAD andsystem

co1 Students will able to
techniques.

vanous transmission mode and switchingunderstand

co2 layerstudentsS awill ble understand data flow control tn different

co3 Students will able to build the
routing algorithm.

various routing mechanisms as well as design ne,w

co4 Students will able to identi$r types of network topologies and
protocols

the different

.--!

T

106

MEDC 106

co5

to
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Students will able to enumerate the layers of the OSI model and TCP/Pco5

co1 Students will able to understand the fundamental of programming

co2 Sfudents will able to understand the data types, a,ay, pointer, stack, trees and its

application

co3 Students will able to perform the searching and sorting using various methods.

co4 Students will able to understand the assembler, complier, editor and operating
system.

MEDC 202

co1
Students will able to understand the fundamental elements of discrete-event
simulation including statistical models, random processes, random variables, and
inputs to simulation

c02 Students will able to understand practical models in simulation like discrete,
continuous, pas sion and empirical distribution.
Students will able to understand Characteristics of Queuing systems and their utility

co4 Students will able to understand properties of random number and its generation.

co5

co1

Students will able to understand the validation process of simulation models

Students will able to understand the concepts of layering and layered models
co2 Students will able to understand the various types of Ethernet and Ip's

Students will able to understand various interior gateways protocols
co4 Students will able to understand the label switching and MpLS
cos
MEDC 204

Students will able to understand the concept of ATM

co1
Students will able to understand the importance of optical network, essential
components and various parameters that governs their performance.

co2 Students will able to understand the use of Optical components, transmission
techniques and network management concepts.

co3 Students will able to understand the first generation of optical networks and its
application. .

co4 Students will able to design a network topology for a given application

co5

col

will able to demonstrate an understanding of working principles of

Students will able to understand the techniques of radio spectrum allocation in
multi-user systems and their impact on networks

networks andwave swl
Students

capacrty

c02 Students will able to understand how the various s ignal processing and coding

MEDC 201 System Programming

Modelling and Simulation of Computer

co3

MEDC 203

co3

Optical Network

MEDC 205 Mobile & Satellite
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techniques combat channel uncertainties

co3 Students will able to expose Adaptive Equ;alization techniques.

co4 Students will able to understand various wireless systems and standards and their
basic operation cases

co1

co5
MEDC 206

Students will able to understand the Satellite system and mobile services provided

Students will able to understand the fundamental of programming.

co2
Students will able to understand the data types, affQyt pointer, stack, treos and its

application

co3 Students will able to perform the searching and sorting using various methods

co4

-

MEDC 207

Students will able to understand the assembler, complier, editor and operating

system.

Lab-IV (202)

co1
Students will able to understand the fundamental elements of discrete-event
simulation including statistical models, random processes, random variables, and

inputs to simulation

c02 Students will able to understand practical models in simulation like discrete,

continuous, passion and empirical distribution.
co3 Students will able to understand Characteristics of Queuing systems and their utility
co4 Students will able to understand properties of random number and its generation.

cos Students will able to understand the validation process of simulation models

co1 Students will be able to understand the concept of information and entropy

coz Students will be able to design a lossless transmission system on the basis of
channel capacity and source coding theorem

co3
Students will be able to analyze effor correction and detection using linear block
codes and systematic codes.

co4 Students will be able to analyze elror correction and detection using cyclic codes

co5
Students will be able tb implement encoding and decoding of BCH codes and

convolution codes.

co1 Students will be able to analyze the properties of basic Modulation techniques and
apply them to Digital system.

co2 Students will be able to understand Probability of error in detection PAM signals

co3 Students will be able to understand inter symbol interference combat by various

\ \
\ 4

o\

+

+

Lab-III (201)

MEDC

302(A)
Advanced Digital
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co4 Students will be able to describe and analyze the digital communication system with
spread spectrum modulation.

co5 Students will be able to familiarize different type of fading phenomena and
overcome by diversity techniques

co1 will b able opticaltudentsS e to understand vaflous instrument itsand 1icationapp

co2 Students will be able to understand the use of active'and passive optical components
in optical fiber communication.

co3 Students will be able to understand various optical sensors.

co4 will be able to understand various optical parameter measurementStudents

techniques

co1 Develop and Analyze a thought process for presentation.

ca2 Enhance the language and communication Skill

co3

co1 Identi$z formulate prob1em, and design required setup arry searchand to c aout re
co2 Search appropriate literature for conceptual basis ofresearch
co3 Enlist research methodology tools for data collection and analysis.the

co4 research summery, research gaps and research objectives through
an effective report

Communicate the

co1 using modem tool sets and validate through experimental
methods

Simulate the designs

co2 Validate Analyze the multipleand results case.usmg
co3 Deduce conclusions and draw inferences worthy f pubo lication

t*--

MEDC 303

conversant with the latest development in Digital communication.

MEDC 304

MEDC 401
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Department of Civil Engineering

Vision of Civil Engineering

To impart high technical competency amongst the students and strive for excellence towards
addressing civil engineering challenges.

Mission of Civil Engineering

To make the department as hub of excellence by offering good research oriented learning
environment & producing Industry ready Engineers.

To promote innovative logical thinking among the students to face new challenges and
real time.problems in Civil engineering

To provide quality based consultancy services to the communities for the development of
the region

To encourage sfudents to pursue higher education, excel in competitive exams and
various career enhaniement programs

a

a

a
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Program Educational Objective (PEO,s) of Civil Engineering

. PEO 1: To prepare students by bridging the gaps between the curriculum and industries

requirement.

PEO 2: To prepare learners to use modern tools effectively to solve real life problems

PEo 3: To encourage and motivate learners for consultancy services

PEO 4: To prepare leamers for successful career in Indian and multinational

organizations and to excel in post graduate studies.

PSO2: Students will be able to perform analysis and design of civil engineering projects.

PSO3: Students will be able to make abstract and estimates of civil engineering projects

Programme Outcomes (POrs) of Civil Engineering

Upon successful completion of the program, the students would have the following attributes.

' PO 1: Ability to apply the basic knowledge of mathematics, science, mechanics to the

solution of complex civil engineering problems in manner to develop engineering skills

of students in various disciplines viz. structural analysis and design, water resources

engineering and hydraulics, transportation engineering, environmental engineering,

geotechnical engineering, construction technology and management, building planning &
architecture etc.

PO 2: Ability to i{entify, formulate and analyze complex problems related to civil
engineering and construction management reaching substantiated conclusions using first

a

a

a

o

a

principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and engineering

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOrs) of Civil Engineering

o PSO1: Students will be able to generate drawing of civil engineering projects.
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PO 3: An ability to design different components of civil engineering structures using

different materials and methods that fulfill desired specifications and requirements for

Foundation, public health engineering and sewerage. structures, irrigation and water

resollrces schemes, hydraulic structures, rigid and flexible pavemenls, buildings and

bridge structures, special structures, etc.

PO 4: Conducting reconnaissance suryey and investigate geotechnical features of soil

through exploration for civil engineering projects.

PO 5: Create, select and apply appropriate technique, resources and modern engineering

tools including prediction and modeling to complex civil engineering activities with an

understanding of the' limitations.

PO 6: Apply reasoning inforrned by contextual knowledge to assess social health safety,

legal and culture issues and consequent responsibilities relevant to professional civil
engineering practices.

PO 7: Broadly understand the impact of the civil engineering solutions in society and

environmental contexts, and demonstrate awareness of contemporary issues and need for

sustainable development

PO 8: Apply ethical principles committed to professional ethics, responsibilities and

nonns of engineering practices and regulatory Building Bye Laws.

PO 9: Function effectively as an individual and as a member or leader in diverse teams

and in multidisciplinary setting.

PO 10: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the civil
engineering organizations and with society such as being able to write effective and

a

a

a

a

a

a
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a
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detailed report of the civil engineering project and make effective presentations on their

project.

PO 11: Demonstrate knowledge for understanding civil engineering and management

principles to apply these to one's own civil engineering project work as a member and

leader in a team to manage projects in multidisciplinary environments.

PO l2t Ability to engage in independent and lifelong learning & adapt to rapid changes

in civil engineering and its allied areas.

a

a

Course Outcomes (CO,s) of Civil Engineering

Subject
Code

Subject Name CO Description

BT-201 Engineering
Physics

The Coursework is designed to provide students the
opportunity to learn
and the Schrodinger

key concepts of Wave nafure of particles
equation.

Student will able to
i.e. interference and

understand the knowledge of Wave optics
diffraction.

To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (P type and
N Type semiconductors) Diodes and Hall effect. Students will)

also be able to understand the basic concept of

To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
in field of sclences.

To provide you to basic understanding of Electrostatics in
vacuum.

BT-102 Mathematics-I

To introduce the fallouts of Rolle's
fundamental to application of analysis
problems.

Theorem that is
to Engineering

To introduce the idea of applying differential and integral
curvature and to improper integrals.calculus to

Apart from
notions of
some applications it gives a basic introduction on

Beta and Gamma function
To develop the tool of power seiies and Fourier series for

advanced Mathematics.
To familiarize the student with functions of several variables
that is essential in most branches of
To develop the essential tool of matrices and linear algebra in a

ve manner.

10As
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Understand the properties of material, stress strain. Properties
of and cast iron.

BT-203
Basic

Mechanical
Engineering

Understand the concept measurement and machine tools their
and their

Understand the concept of fluid flow , properties of fluid,
Bemoulli's Pascal's law

concept of heat and temperature, law ofTo Understand the

9S,boilers and theirthermodynamics accand essonmountings
basic and its

the working of different cycles and 4 strokes
and theirstroke

)To Understand

Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of
and materials used in construction.civil

and distances
theGain abili useto modernty to measuresurvey pmentequl

Students will understand the basic of lines andcontour
ability to identify, formulate and solve

engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics:
Statics

Students will have the
BT-204

Basic Civil
Engineering &

Mechanics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and
moment.

Ab tole theunderstand 1Cbas ations of 1napplic computers
vanous fields describe its roleoperating andsystem,
functionalities and to of MSapply MSconcepts word, power

MS Excelefficientl
andDiscuss apply for arithmeticsimple algorithms and logical

,f lems
Translate the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented

in C++
Understand basrcs of oSIcomputer networks, andlayers

E commerceprotocols of secuflapplications, impact tythreats
and attacks on and also measures

Basic
'Computer

Engineering

Understand the different formethod andrepresenting
anddata to awarenessprocessmg about theget cloudofrmpact

its vaflous fo servrces
learners to skills1i

tolearner talk loand SEEncourages theirfreely S henwshynes
m front theof

activities
To the overalldevelop of the studentspersonality theby

Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more
and 1n the

BT-:206
Language Lab
& Seminars

Develops speaking,
skills.

writing, reading, listening and presentation

qnnlinqfinncooerations

BT-205
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Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical
problems on water purification and its significance in industry
and dail life

BT-101
Engineering
Chemistry

Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.
Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various industrial applications of polymers
Draw the Phase diagrams of one &amp; two component
systems and causes, consequences and methods to minimize
corrosion to improve industrial designs.
Identify the structure of unknown/new compounds with the
help of spectroscopy and understand periodic properties such as

polential, oxidation states and electro negativityronrzation
To introduce effective mathematical tools for the solutions of
ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical
processes.

To introduce the tools of differentiation and integration of
functions of complex variable tirose are used in various

4q4!ing engineering problems

BT-202 Mathematics-II

the student with mathematical tools available in
vector calculus needed various field of science and
engineering.

To acquaint

Effective use of verbal and non-verbal communication for
enhanced soft skill beside enhanced reading comprehension as
well
Write the different kinds of letters, reports and technical
writing.

BT-103
English for

Communication

Apply basic rules of grammar in both written as well.as oral
communication.
To introduce the concept of Basics of DC electrical Network

network theorems.
To introduce the concept of Basics of AC electrical
Network(single phase & 3 phaqe).. '

To study of law of Electromagnetism, introduction of
transformer.

BT-104
Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

Draw various Epes of scales, and curves.
projections of points & linesDraw

ections of Planes & SolidsDraw
Draw sections and development of solids including cylinders,
cones, prisms and pyramids

BT-105
Engineering
,Graphics

Draw isometric views of Planes and Solids, Drawing using
AUTOCAD.

To study Basic Concept Digital
To of various Machines.
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Use hand and power tools for different manufacturing

Manufacturing
Practices

Operate machine tools while preparing any component
Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation.
Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while
using the tools.
Prepare Foundry, Fitting, Carpentry, Welding and smithy Job.

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and ,skill sets

acquired from the course and workplace in the assigned job
function/s
Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by
analysing underlying issue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive
during internship

company stakeholders

BT-107

Internship-I (60
Hrs Duration)
at the Institute

level

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural
aspects of the rural areas parochial to their colleges.
Students are expected to observti, investigate and learn about
the following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics,
Literacy, Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes
of government of India and State of Madhya Pradesh in
operation in the villages.
To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in
social activities and imbibe human values among them.
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and
develop healthy habits in people in villages.

BT-108

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship
Unnat Bharat

Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build an understanding of the
development agenda within institutes of Higher Education and
an institutional capacity and training relevant to national needs,
especially those of rural India,
To determine the root finding techniques which can be used to
solve practical engineering problems also demonstrate the use
of interpolation methods to find intermediate values in given
graphical and,/or tabulated data.

BT3O1
Mathematics-

m Apply the concept of numerical analysis to find the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each computation method and
know which are most applicable for given problem also will be
able to approximate and analysis the errors obtained in the
numerical solution of equations, ordinary, partial differential



equations and simultaneous equations as well.

o'
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a
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To apply the analytical technique to express periodic function
as a Fourier series and acquire the concepts of Laplace
transformation &amp; inverse Laplace Transform with its
property to solve Partial Differential equation and Ordinary
Differential Equation with given boundary conditions which is
helpful in all engineering &amp; research work.
Apply the concept of a random variable,
distribution and the11gppllcr1ljon in diversified fields

probability

Understand the characteristics, occulrence,
of the various conventional

classification, USES

buildine materials
Understand the characteristics, classification, uses and defects
of the various other useful materials.

ledge of types of floors and roofs andUnderstand basic know
thealso basic and Getmaterial. theflooring roofing knowledge

theabout of tn works.
concepts of different types of paints and

vamishes including composition, application on the different

Understand basic

ofsurfaces and

CE302 Construction
Material

To introduce the principle
awareness on the various fi
instruments.

of surveying and also impart
elds of surveying and types of

Understand the clascharacteristics, usesocculTence, sification,
theof Miscellaneous materials

various methods of surveying and

oT, the different of curyes andtypes outsetting
ofmethods

To theve of thegr knowledge andhydro surveygraphic

To understand the
tations advancedcompu by instrumentsusmg thissurveymg

makes the andease

oT theunderstand ofdetermination distancesheights angels)

elevationsand thwl the fo latest instrumentshelp andsurveymg
different methods of

CE303 Surveying

to understand and to draw various buildingThe students able

The students
orientation and

to deals with the building planning,able

The students able to understand
services.

and deals with building

CE304
Building

Planning and
Architecture

the architecturalThe students able to deal thS wl

I

understand



The students able to ofa on

Understand the stress and strain calculation and its importance

for different materials.
Understand the analysis of bending moments and stresses

ect to different load conditions.on a beam
Understand the importance of slope and deflection in a beam

it for different scenarios.and to
Analyze the behavior of columns and struts under different

conditions.

Strength of '

Material

Understand the determination of torsion on shafts

attalyze the problems based on combined bending and torsion
and able to

and also able to in beams.

CE3O5

CE306

Study of
Historical and
Ancient Civil
Engineering

Student will be able to understand study with respect to civil
engineering practices of historical structures.

Able to and

Able to generate experience on various advance system and

software.
Able to do a different
Able to explain the analysis in front of

arral

Evaluation of
Internship-I

completed at I
Year Level

Understand the importance of available tools and its lifelong
learning process.

BT107

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets

acquired from the course and workplace in the assigned job
function/s
Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills

Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different
company stakeholders

analy5rqg underlying issue/s to challenges
by

from the course

BT307

90 hrs.
lnternship

based on using
various

software's -
Intemship -II

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during internship
The student will be able to understand the concept of energy,

and

The student will be able to understand the concept o

The students will able to understand the concept of biodiversity

f
ecos its structure and function.

and its conservation.

Energy &
Environmental

Engineering

The students will able to understand the various types

environmental pollution, its effects and control measures.
of

ES4O1

Student will be able to understand study the various aspects of
civil ensineerins practices in ancient sfnrcfirres

i;#
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The student
unsustainable

will able to understand sustainable and

be able to design features and construction
methods of foundations
Student will

knowledgeS tudents bewill ficient in ofpro foundationspile
and and construction features of differentdesign oftypes
formworks and strucfures.

willStudent ablebe to and construction allofdesign oftypes
andwalls and other technolo ASmasonry ociated$1eS

them.
Students will know about materials and methods used for
construction of floors and roofs.

Construction
Technology

Students will knowgatn aboutledge and constructionplanning
of resistant

willStudent be desto features andign construction
methods of foundations
Understand the usescharacteristics, defectsandclassification,
of the othervarious useful materials
Understand basic of es of floors andknowledge typ ro andofs
also the basic and rooflooring material. Get thefing knowledge

theabout of ln works

different

Understand bas 1C of differentconcepts oftypes andpaints
vamishes including onlicationcomposition, theapp

of surfaces and

Structural
Analysis-I

Students will aboutgain andknowledge planning construction
of resistant

in transportation and differentUnderstand the principles used
transportation theirandsystems as aswellrmportance

differentunderstand of
Understand the and ofanalysis design AS ASwellstations, yards

lnused railwa
theUnderstand S teimportance criteriaselection for bridge

construction willand able to ofconstructionplan andbridges
their conditions.

condi

illW able to and chooseidentify foundations for different sites
of AS well asbridges f:or theiranalyze andstrength testing

loadunder tions

Transportation
Engineering-I

theUnderstand and oftypes methods andsurveys alignments
for tunnels and their construction tn different materials
Understand the in civil

able to understand
structure.

the mineralogy andSfudents are
CE4O5

Engineering
Geology &

Remote Students are able to classify
formation method.

various fypes of Rock and itsthe

with
CE4O2

able

CE403

CE4O4
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Understand the various terminology of structural geology and
be able to the ort.

+

s

Understand the role of geology in the design and construction
Process of underground openings in rock and be able to
understand the remote sensing application.
Students will be able to undersatnd CAD and Auto Cad
Students will be able to draw the commands used in the
software.
Students will be able to draw the basic geometric shapes
Students will be able to understand 3-D Modelling with auto
cad.

CE4O6 Software Lab

Student will be able to Leam and practice Draw commands,
Modify commands, Dimensioning, Annotating in AutoCAD

section and elevation of 1 BHK house.and
Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets
acquired from the course and workplace in the assigned job
function/s

real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets
acquired from the course

Solve

and problem solving skills by

and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different

Exhibit critical thinking

Demonstrate appreciation
issue/s to

stakeholders

BT40]

90 hrs
Internship

based on using' various
software

Internship-II

Exhibit ethicsprofessional by posrtrvedisplaying disposition

and evaluate the cyber security needs of an

Determine and analyze software vulnerabilities and security

AnaLyze

solutions to reduce the risk of
performance and troubleshoot cyber securityMeasure the

cyber security solutions and use of cyber security,
information assurance, and cyber/computer forensics
software/tools.

Implernent

BT4O8 Cyber Security

and execute risk management processes, risk
erformance indicators

Comprehend
and risk andtreatment

the basics of fluid flow and pressure in fluids at
rest and also Analyze the condition of stability of a body in a
fluid based on relative positions of its center of buoyancy and
Meta Centre.

Understand

cE-501 Fluid
Mechanics I

Analyze the behavior of fluid at rest and in motion with
of fluid kinematics and

errn.ln.ifcfinn
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Apply Bemoulli's equation to fluid flow problems involving
venturimeter, orifice meter, pitot tube, orifices, mouthpieces,
notches and weirs.

o

+

Analyze the flow through pipes and the major and minor
energy losses.

Understand basic concepts of model study are also developed
along with laws of similarity and similitude.
Understand the basics of Highway alignment, able to find out
the Stopping Sight distance, Overtaking Sight Distance and
Extra Widening at curves.
Understand the Seal Coat, Tack Coat, surface dressing. Also
able to understand the flexible and rigid payment.
Understand the Channelized and un-channelized intersection,
rotary design elements and traffic liehts design.
Analyze the Runway Orientation, read the Wind Rose diagram,

runway length correction.able to apply the

cE-s02
Transportation
Engineering II

Understand the threshold lighting, taxiway lighting, and traffic
control equipment like ILS- Instrument Landing System, PAR-
P[ecision Approach Radar..
Students understood the purpose, importance and types of
estimates.
Students are able to the rates of various items of work.

learned to prepare the estimates of various types ofStudents
construction works.
Students gained the knowledge of all the terms, rules and
regulations of estimating.

cE -s03

Departmental
Elective -

Quantitative
Surveying and

Costing
Students understood the purpose, importance and methods of
valuation.
Students will be able to understand
urban area & surveys conducted for urban development and
designing in relation with spatial organization, utility, demand
of the area and supply considering future growth of an urban
afea.

planning process of an

Students shall know about Urban Planning agencies and their
functions. Also public participation in planning, development
control regulations, sustainability, components of sustainable
urban and regional development and emerging concepts for
qty
Students will gain complete knowledge about town and country
planning act, building bye-laws, elements of city planning,

]qnclqcaping and urban planning standards.

cE -504
Open Elective-
Urban Town
and Planning

Students shall know about traffic transportation systems and
management for urban roads considering Legal issues in
planning andprofessional practice for preparation of DPR.

+
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Students will be able to understand types of development plans
and Water Supply & sanitation for urban areas, planning

and their
Students are able to prepare detailed estimates of buildings
Students are able to prepare the detailed estimate for services of
plumbing and water supply or Electrification work
Students are able to prepare the detailed estimate for earth work
for the road construction or arched culvert.
Students are able to learn the analysis of rates of various items
of work

cE -505
Quantity

surveying &
Costing Lab

Students are able to leam preparation of DPR of Civil
Engineering Proiect
Students able to apply and understand the significance of
various type of Cement Test
Students able to apply and understand the significance of
various type of Aggregate Test
Students able to apply and understand the significance of
various type of workability Test of Concrete
Students able to apply the Mix Design of Concrete

cE -506
Material

Testing Lab

Students able to apply and understand the significance of
various type of Concrete Test
Able to Integrate theory and practice of Civil Engineerins
Able to generate experience on various advance system and

Able to do a different Civil Engineering analysis

software of Civil

Able to explain the gaalj6jq in front of audience

cE-507 Evaluation of,
Internship-II

Understand the importance of available tools and its lifelong
process.

Introspect & develop a planned approach towards his career &
life in general.

Have clarity on his career exploration process and to match his
skills and interests with a chosen career path.

lqllain the use of functional and chronological resume.
Develop thinking ability and polish his expression in group
discussions

cE -508
Field Visit,

Case Study and
Seminar

Be prepared for the personal interview through mock
interviews while being aware of the various kinds of interviews
Students understood the purpose, importance of design and
Basic Principles of Structural Design.
Students are understood that ho,fu to analyze and Design the
Beams.CE6O1

Structural
Design and
Drawing Students understood that how to analyze and Design the slab,

Students understood that how to analyze and Design the
column and footing

d
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Students understood that how to the Staircases.

s

will be able to understand Estimation of WaterStudents
and

Studenfs shall know about of Sewer for waste-water
Students will gain
Wastewater and its

complete knowledge Quality of water and

shall know about Treatment methods and design of
water treatment units
Students

Environmental
Engineering I

Students will be able to understand Wastewater Treatment
and waste water treatment units

studentThe bewill toable theunderstand ofconcept irrigation
differentwith ofalong schemestypes Theirrigation concepts

of soil water plant with waterrelationship along crop
alsoare

studentThe bewill toable theunderstand ofconcept ground
andwater well

to do assessment of available water and
hydrologic analysis including
Runoff. process, and design

precipitation analysis, rainfall
flood estimation along with

The students will able

The students will able to do detailed design of canal and other
canal structures

CE 603

Departmental
Elective-Water

Resource
Engineering

The student will able the flood various methodsestimateto
theUnderstand basic of turbulent could beconcept able

to network anddesign thepipe blemsanalyze based onpro plpe
flow

the behavior of fluidAnalyze channel Uniformopen1n during
flow and also able to channel for condisuch tion

the ofbehavior mfluidAnalyze channelopen Nonduring
Uniform flow and ablealso to en channel for suchdesign op
condition.

the various immersed bodies.

Open Elective-
Fluid

Mechanics-II

Understand basic of machinesFluidconcepts and design,
of turbines and

Students able to understand the
Tools

various Advance Surveying

Students able to worke

Students able to a field
Students understand the of

Advance
surveying lab

Students able to work
construction site

on a surveying instrument on

CE 606 Non
Destructive

S tudent will be toable theexamrne Soundnes and S oftrength
Structural of Rebound Test.Hammer

+

&

+

CE 602

flow,

CE 604

CE 605
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Testing Lab Student will be able to examine the Compactness, homogeneity

and air voids of an structure of UPV Test.

Able to Integrate theory and practice of Civil Engineering
Able to generate experience on various advance system and
software of Civil Engineering
Able to do a different Civil Engineering analysisCE 607 Intemship-III

Understand the importance of available tools and its lifelong
learning process.

theAble to s in front of audience

Introspect & develop a planned approach towards his career &
life in Civil Eneineerins.
Have clarity on his career exploration process and to match his
skills and interests with a chosen career path.

Explain the use of functional and chronological resumes
Develop thinking ability and polish his expression in group
discussions.

CE 608
Minor Project

II

Be prepared for the personal interview through mock
interviews while being aware of Civil Engineering
Understand the soil formation, terminologies of soil properties
and there relation. Able to classify the type of soil.
Able to determine the coefficient of permeability and
permeability of layered soil. Understand the application of flow
net, quick condition and Laplace equation for two dimensional
flow
Understand the Boussinesqs iurd Westergards theory,
Newmarks influence chart for irregular areas. Understand the
faqlqfs affecting the compaction of soil
Understand the type of Consolidation of soil, Terzaghi's One
Dimensional Consolidation theory and method of finding
coeffi cient of consolidation

cE -701
Geotechnical
Engineering

Understand the type of Shear Stress test i.e., Direct Shear test,
Triaxial test and Vane Shear test. Able to understand the mohr
colomb shear strength envelope and failure envelope.
Understand the soil stabilization
Students will be able to understand theory and design of
preliminary treatment units of waste-water treatment.
Students shall know about methods, theory and design of
Biological Treatment of waste-water treatment.
Students will gain complete knowledge about Advanced
Waste-water treatment methods.
Students shall know about Air pollution its classification and
char acterization and effects.

cE -702

Departmental
Elective-

Environmental
Engineering-II

Students will be able to understand meteorological aspects of
Air pollution chemistry

10Ag
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Understand project characteristics and various stages of a
ect.

Open Elective-
Project

Management
cE -703

J-T IJ

the conceptual clarity about project organization
and feasibility analyses - Market, Technical, Financial and
Economic.

Understand

and Execution Control
Anal the and understandyze for ectleaming techniques Proj

contract management, Project Procurement andUnderstand the

Documentation and Control are practiced in theUnderstand the

Students able to fabricate caste and test prestressed concrete
and deflection behaviourbeam and slab for

behaviour.

ableStudents fabricateto caste and test concreteprestressed
eamb and slab with different of forcablelayout andstrength

deflection

cE -704
Prestressed'
Concrete

Structures Lab

students ab le fabricate the different strucfureare to
lain what Internet of is

Describe in Internet of and RFID.
Understand Principles Connectivity andfor Web
Communication Protocols

WirelessExplain ensorS N,etwork T and Sensor dataechnology
Communication Protocols

CE 705 IoT Lab

Introspect & develop a planned

smartUnderstand &controlcity streetlights andmonitoring
modelsBusiness thefor ofIntemet

approach towards his career &
life in Civil

Develop thinking ability and
discussions.

polish his expression in group

veHa on his careerclarity and to hismatchprocessexploration
skills and rnterests with choa sen career

usethe of and resumes.cE -706 Major Project-I

Be for theprepared interviewpersonal mockthrough
interviews while ofaware Civil
Able to and of Civil

on various advance system and

theUnderstand of available toimportance ols rtsand lifelong

Able to generate
software of Civil

experience

Able to do a different Civil
front of audiencethe anal lnAble to

cE -707 Evaluation of
Internship -III

Student are
Connection D

the Structural Design andable to understand
cE-801

Design of Steel
Structures .

Students are able to and ension member

IOAG
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Students are able to Flexural member
Students are able to design Column and Column Bases
Students are able to Design Industrial Buildings
Students will be able to understand Selection of foundation and
Sub-soil exploration/investigation
Students shall know about design and analysis of Shallow
Foundation.
Students will gain complete knowledge for design and analysis
of Pile foundations.
Students shall know about Foundations on problematic soil &
Introduction to Geqpplrq[qq methods and technique.

cE -802

Departmental
Elective-

Foundation
Engineering

Students will be able to understand various earth pressure
theories.
Be familiar with terminology used in this area
Explain what constitutes "Artificial" Intelligence and how to

simple knowledge-based systemsKnow how to build
with ArtificialcE -803

Open Elective-
Artificial

Intelligence
to apply knowledge representation, reasoning, andHave ability

to realworld blemsmachine
The students will be able to evaluate seismic forces for Various
structurgs as per relevant Indian standards

will be able to design and ductile detailing of
structures for seismic resistance as per Indian standards

The studentscE -804
Earthquake
Resistant
Structures

will be able to apBly concepts of repair and
rehabilitation of affected structures

The students

Introspect & develop a planned approach towards his career &
life in Civil Engineering.
Have clarity on his career exploration process and to match his
skills and interests with a chosen career path.
Explain the use of functional and chronological resumes.
Develop thinking ability and.polish his expression in group
discussions

CE 805
Major Project-

II

Be prepared for the personal interview through mock
interviews while

lgAe

being aware of Civil Ensineerins
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Department of Chemical Engineering

Vision of Chemical Engineering

To be bne of the outstanding departments for its education and research in the field of Chemical

Engineering and strive for holistic development of the students.

Mission of Chemical Engineering

o Strive for academic excellence in Chemical Engineering through well designed course

curriculum, effective classroom pedagogy, in-depth knowledge of laboratory work and

computing technologies.

. Incubate, apply and spread innovative ideas by collbborating with relevant industries

through focused research groups and transforming the Chemical Engineering Departrnent

. as a leader in imparting QualityEducation and Research.

. Transform undergraduate engineering students into technically competent, socially

responsible and ethical professionals through continuous team work by a group of

committed faculty members.
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Program Educational Objective (PEO's) of Chemical Engineering

o Impart broad technical knowledge in chemical engineering discipline with research

attitude, problem solving techniques and hands on skill.

Provide a successful career with professional ethics and responsibilities as a leading or

participating role in chemical engineering, R & D organization, academia, and other

fields orto pursue higher studies.

o Identiff and solte engineering problems using a scientific research approach with their

sound engineering base (Engineering Basics) and with the knowledge of contemporary

. global issues.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO's) of Chemical Engineering

A graduate of the Chemical Engineering Program will demonstrate:

PSOl

Ability to analyze different physical, chemical and biological systems/processes by applying the

knowledge of unit operations and unit processes.

PSO2

Ability to automate and control processes/systems by designing an environment friendly system

for effective reaction, separation and purification and other operations in various processes with

proper safety measures using modern engineering tools and simulators

PS03

Ability to acquire high end industry centric skills in the field of Chemical Engineering with

professional ethics for the benefit of society.

a
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Programme Outcomes (PO's) of Chemical Engineering

o p0 1: Engineering Knowledge: An ability to understand and solve real chemical

engineering problems by.establishing the relationship between mathematics, basic sciencos ,

engineering sciences and aptitude.

o PO 2: Problem Analysis: An Ability to identify, analyze and resolve chemical engineering

problem by deep knowledge of laboratory work, latest software tools & computing

technologies, self-study, participation and professional development courses.

o PO 3: Design/ Development of Solution: An ability to identi$ and resolve the problems

relevant with design of various component of industrial production process.

o PO 4: Conduct Investigation of problem: An ability to use research based knowledge and

by reviewing research literature reaching substantial conclusion by applying principle of

mathematics, natural sciences and chemical engineering science.

o PO 5: Modern Tool Usage: An Ability to select and apply. appropriate method, resource,

modern technique and engineering tools to complex chemical engineering activities.

o PO 6: The Engineer and Society: An understanding of the ethical, societal, health, safety,

legal and cultural issues and consequent responsibilities relevant to Chemical Engineering

Technology practice.

o PO 7: Environment and Sustainability: An Ability to take societal, environmental and

economical considerations into account in professional activities.

o PO 8: Ethics: An Ability to apply ethical principles, professional ethics and responsibilities

of the chemical engineering practice.

mAs
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. PO 9: Individual and team work: An Ability to conduct team work (within the discipline,

inter-disciplinary, multidisciplinary)

. PO 10: Communication: An ability to communicate verbally, in writing and audio-visually

in industrial activities perfofinance.

o PO 11: Project Management and Finance: An Ability to conduct experiment, management

task and do engineering design for multidisciplinary project.

o PO 12: Life Long Learning: An ability to engage in independent and life-long learning in

specialized technologies and contemporary issues.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of Chemical Engineering

Univ.
Subject
Code

Subject Name CO Description

BT-201
Engineering

. Physics

The Coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of Wave nature of particles and the Schrodinger
equation.

Student will able to understand the knowledge of Wave optics i.e
interference and diffraction.

To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (P type and N
Type semiconductors), Diodes and Hall effect. Students will also be
able to understand the basic concept of superconductivity.

To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
applications in field of engineering sciences.

To provide you to basic understanding of Electrostatics in vacuum.

BT-102 Mathematics-I

To introduce the fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to
application of to Engineering problems

To introduce the idea of applying differential and integral calculus
to notions of curvature and to improper integrals. Apart fiom some

applications it gives a basic introduction on Beta and Gamma
function

To develop the tool of power series and Fourier series for learning
advanced Engineering Mathematics.

Ift,,4#
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To familiarize the student with functions of several variables that is
essential in most branches of engineering

To develop the essential tool of matrices and linear algebra in a

comprehensive manner.

Understand the properties of mateial, stress strain. Properties of
alloys and cast iron.

Understand the concept measurement and machine tools their
operations and their applications.

Understand the concept of fluid flow , properties of fluid,
Bernoulli's equation, Pascal's law.
To Understand the concept of heat and temperature, law of
thermodynamics, boilers and their mountings and accessories, basic

To Understand the working of different cycles and 4 strokes, 2
stroke engines and their applications.

and its

BT-203
Basic

Mechanical
Engineering

Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
engineering and materials used in construction.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and map

Students will have the ability to identify, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

BT-204
Basic Civil

Engineering &
Mechanics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.

Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system, its role and functionalities and to
apply concepts of MS word, MS power point, MS Excelefficiently.

Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical
problems.

Translate the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented
concepts in C++ programming language.

Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols,
E commerce applications, impact of securit5rthreats and attacks on
networking systems and also security measures

BT-205
Basic Computer

Engineering

Understand the different method for representing and processing
data and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
vaflous of services

learners to develop good listening skills
BT-206

Language Lab &
Seminars Encourages learner to talk freely and lose their shyness when

talking in front of the people

4

{s

Gain the ability to use modern survey,equipment to measure angles
and distances.
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To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities

Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable
and help in removing the stage fright
Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation
ski11s

hard and soft water; solve the related numericalDifferentiate
on water andproblems its inpurification andsignificance industry

dail life
Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various industrial applications of polymers

the Phase diagrams of one &arrry; two component systems
and causes, consequences and methods to minimize corrosion to

Draw

industrial

Engineering
Chemistry

Identify the structure of unknown/new compounds with the help of
spectroscopy and understand periodic properties such as ionization
potential, oxidation states and electro negativity

ve mathematical tools for the solutions of
ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical

SES.

To introduce effecti

To
of

theintroduce tools fo anddifferentiation of functionsintegration
ablevan SEtho usedare tncomplex varl0us dealing.techniques

BT-202 Mathematics-II

To acquaint the student with mathematical tools available in vector
calculus needed various field of science and engmeermg.

Effective use of verbal and non-verbal communication for
softenhanced skill beside enhanced reading

Write the different kinds of letters, and technical
BT-103 English for

Communication
es of grammar in both written as well as oral

communrcation.
Apply basic rul

To introduce the concept of Basics of DC electrical Network
including network theorems.

To introduce the
phase & 3 phase)

concept of Basics of AC electrical Network(single

To of law of introduction of transformer.

Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

To Basic Electronics.
Draw various of sc and curvesBT-10s Engineering

Graphics Draw ortho ections of & lines

g:
a

Ia

BT-101

comprehension as well

To of various electrical Machines.

BT-104

$A*
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Draw ortho of Planes & Solids

&

Draw sections and development of solids including cylinders,
cones, prisms and pyramids.

Draw isometric views of Planes and Solids, Drawing using
AUTOCAD.
Use hand and power tools for different manufacturing processes

Operate machine tools while preparing any component

Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation.

Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using
the tools.

BT-106
Manufacturing

Practices

Prepare Foundry, Fitting, Carpentry, Welding and smithy Job

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets
acquired from the course

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges

Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company.
stakeholders

BT-107
Intemship-I (60
Hrs Duration) at
the Institute level

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
internship

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural aspects
of the rural areas parochial to their colleges.

Students are expected to observe, investigate and leam about the
following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics, Literacy,
Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes of government
of India and State of Madhya Pradesh in operation in the villages.

To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in social
activities and imbibe human values among them.

Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and
healthy habits in people in villages.

BT-108

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship Unnat
Bharat Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build an understanding of the
development agenda within institutes of Higher Education and an
institutional capacity and training relevant to national needs,
especially those of rural India.

BT-301 Mathematics- III

To determine the root finding techniques which can be used to
solve practical engineering problems also demonstrate the use of
interpolation methods to find intermediate values in given graphical
and/or tabulated data.

+
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Apply the concept of numerical analysis to find the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each computation method and know
which are most applicable for given problem also will be able to
approximate and analysis the errors obtained in the numerical
solution of equations, ordinary, partial differential equations and
simultaneous as well.
To apply the analytical technique to express periodic function as a
Fourier series and acquire the concepts of Laplace transformation ;

inverse Laplace Transform with its property to solve Partial
Differential equation and Ordinary Differential Equation with given
boundary conditions which is helpful in all engineering ; research
work.

Apply the concept of a random variable, probability distribution
and their application in diversified fields.

To understand simple steady and unsteady states, extended with
combination of open, closed and isolated systems.

To acquire knowledge about PVT behaviour of fluids and using
laws to determine process variables.

To understand Carnot cycle, efficiency of closed loop process and
calculation of entropy.

To apply third law in determining feasibility of reaction and energy
correlation with types of reaction/process.

cM-302
Chemical

Engineering
Thermodynamics

To calculate output in single and multi-stage process in physical
process using fluids..
Ability to familiarize with ceramics and its processing

Ability to understand concept of general manufacturing techniques

Ability to understand concept of processing of glass and its casting

of

Ability to understand the processing of oils and fats.

cM-303
Advance

Engineering
Chemistry

Ability to understand the reaction rate mechanism
Ability to familiarize with different unit systems and dimensional

Ability to understand concept of ideal gas, real gas, vapor pressure
and humidity.

Ability to solve material balanc'e problems involving recycle,
bypass and purge, without chemical reaction.

Ability to solve material balance problems involving recycle,
bypass and purge, with chemical reaction.

cM-304
Material &

Energy Balance

Ability to calculate onergy balance using enthalpy changes and
solve energy balance involving chemical reactions

toAe
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l.Students can understand the use of instrumentations, general

characteristics of instruments and types of errors and their
remedies.

cM-305
Chemical

Instrumentation

2. Students able to understand characteristics and working principle
of different instruments used to measure temperature and humidity.

3. Students able to understand characteristics and working principle
of instruments used for pressure measurement and control.

4. Students able to analyze different types of flow meters and

instruments for the measurement of density and viscosity.

5. Students able to design process and instrumentation diagrams
(P&ID) for process equipments such as distillation column, heat

exchanger and storage tanks.

Understand and Experiment with Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC)

Illustrate and Create dynamic web pages, using Servlets and JSP

Develop reusable Java Bean

Interpret and Dissect the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) to
invoke the remote methods in a variety of applications.

cM-306
Computer

Programming-I
(JAVA)

Demonstrate the multi-tier architecture of Enterprise JavaBeans
(EJB) and Struts Framework to Build web-based enterprise
applications

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges

Demonstrate appreciation and rbspect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders

BT-107

Evaluation of
Internship-I

completed at I
year level

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during internship
Exposure to Organizational skills and professional practices.

Efflciently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Improved Communication & interpersonal skills.

Exposure to latest technology applications to the specific discipline

BT-307

90 hrs Internship
based on using

. various
softwares -

Internship -II
Identification of relevant problems in the industry and innovative
solutions.
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Get the knowledge of energy carriers, energy technologies, energy
challenges and energy system integration and envirenment

ES-401
Energy &

Environmental
tngmeermg

Learr, about the different types of ecosystems present in
environment, ecological succession and energy flow in the
ocosystem.

Understand the value of biodiversity to human societies, threats to
biodiversity, In-situ and Ex-situ conservation of biodiversity.

Acquire knowledge of different types of environmental pollution,
its effects on life and its remedies

Aware about the social issue related to the environment,
environment ethics, protection and conservation acts for the
environment

Ability to evaluate size, surface and population of particles, &
screen analysis of solids.

Ability to understand principle of size reduction, crushing,
grinding, pulverizing and ultrafining.
Ability to design mixing equipment and calculate power
requirements.

Ability to understand principle of separation techniques for system
involving solids, liquid sand gases, sedimentation and filtration.

cM-402 Fluid Particle
Mechanics

Ability to understand particulate and aggregative fluidization,
pressure drop through fluidized bed.

Ability to understand basic concept of fluid static, viscosity,
pressure & vapor pressure and dimensional analysis

Ability to understand different types of flow, streamlines &
continuity equation.

Ability to understand Euler's equation of motion, Bemoulli's
equation, linear momentum equation, velocity
Ability to understand working of pump, fan blowers, compressor

Ability to understand concept of Reynolds number and friction
factor

and vacuum

cM-403 Fluid Mechanics

1. Ability to familiarize process flow diagram of salts and sodium
compounds, soda ash, caustic soda.

2. Understand the process flow diagram of hydrochloric acid,
sulphur and sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid and phosphate.

3. Comprehend the process flow diagram of nitrogenous industries,
ammonia and nitric acid, nitrogenous fertilizer.

cM-404
Inorganic
Process

Technology

4. Ability to interpret process flow diagram of cement industries
and industrial gases.
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5. Able to understand the process flow diagram of bromine, iodine,
Fluorine, soaps and detergents, glass, ceramic and inorganic

I

,

Ability to give the overview of coal Classifications and Washing of
coal, mechanism of low and high temperature carbonization.

Ability to enhance the knowledge of petroleum processing like
cracking, reforming, distillation and isomeri zation.

Ability to familiar with properties and testing of petroleum
products.
Ability to know composition and properties of gaseous fuels and
fuel cells.

cM-40s Fuel Technology

Ability to understand renewable energy sources.

To perfonqbasic operations using functions/commands of excel.

Ability to analyze anfuiolve complex problemscM-406
Computer

Programming-II
(Excel) To solve chemical based excel

Exposure to Organizational skills and professional practices.
Efficiently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Improved Communication & interpersonal skills.
Exposure to latest tecElology applications to the specific discipline.

BT-407

90 hrs Internship
based on using

various
software's -
Internship -II Identification of relevant problems in the industry and innovative

solutions.
Analyze and evaluate the cyber security needs of an organization.
Determine and analyze software vulnerabilities and security
solutions to reduce the risk of exploitation.

Measure the performance alrd troubleshoot cyber security systems
cyber security solutions and use of cyber security,

information assurance, and cyber/computer forensics
software/tools.

ImplementBT-408 Cyber Security

Comprehend and execute risk management processes, risk
methods, and key risk and performance indicatorstreatment

To understand the knowledge gf mass transfer by applying
principles of diffusion, interphase mass transfer and different
theories.
To understand the concept and operation of various types of gas
liquid contact equipment and to determine and analyse mass
transfer coefficient

Ability to understand the concept of vapour liquid equilibrium,
relative volatility and distillation.

cM-501 Mass Transfer-I

Able to distillation column.

10Ae

4
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To understand the concept and determine NTU , HTU, HETp and
height ofpacked bed used for absorption

rpA*

Understands the mechanisms of conduction in heat transfer
understands the mechanisms of 'convection, overall and individual
heat transfer coeffi cient.

Understands the mechanisms of radiation.
Understands the mechanisms of radiation.

to understand the reaction tefaAbility co5mechanism. Analyzes
the heatofperformance exchange equipments.

Ability to understand, examine and solve the engineering data by
using various methods.

Abili to calculate effors occurred in data.
Ability to solve differential equations for the conservation of mass
in chemical engineering problems

Ability to solve oDE by numerical methods for prediction of data
at any instant in chemical engineering problems

cM-503

Computation
Methods in
Chemical

Engineering

To solve finite difference, linear & qon-linear difference method
and optimi zation in chemical engineering related problems
1. Ability to familiarize
manufacturing process.

process flow diagram of pulp and paper

2 Understand the flowprocess of and ,lalcohodiagram sugar
vesderivati aceticlike aceticacid, andacetateanhydride, vinyl

3. Comprehend the process flow diagram of Intermediates for
petrochemical like phenol, methanol, propylene, benzene, toluene
etc.

4. Ability
pesticides,

to interpret process flow diagram of dyes, insecticides,
and nitrating agents.

A. Organic
Process

Technology
B. Fuel Cell
Technology
C. Energy

Management

5. Able to understand the flow of manmade fibers
U Matlab.uses and

mathematical calculation.tocM-505
Chemical

Process Plant
Simulation Lab-I to solve and advance mathematics based blems.

1 determineto iodinetheAbility ofvalue the ven fo oilgr sample
and inchloride a Hzo-glven sample method.argentrometricby

to prepare of urea formaldehyde resin and oxalic acid
from cane

2. Ability

J A to determine thebility concentration of sugar by usmg

cM-506 Organic Process
Technology Lab

to draw s flow PFD on P&ID.

cM-s02 Heat Transfer

cM-504

4.
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Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

cM-507
Evaluation of
Internship-II

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges

Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during internship
Identify problem in area of Chemical Engineering which requires
further investigation.
Identify the methods and materials required for the project work.

Manage the work with team members.

Formulate and implement innovative ideas for social and
environmental benefits.

cM-s08 Minor Project- I

Analyze the results to come out with solutions related to the project
work.
The concept of Equilibrium in adsorption separation operations
should be clear.
To study the concept Humidification and Dehumidification

To introduce the concept of drying and drying equipment's.

To study the principal of leaching and crystallization.

cM-601 Mass Transfer -II

To introduce liquid-liquid extraction.

To understand the reaction kinetics and method of analysis.

To analyze and design chemical reacting system.

To understand heterogeneous 
'reacting system and non-ideal

reactor analysis.

To study different catalytic reactor,

cM-602
Chemical
Reaction

Engineering

To study different Models and Regime for reacting system

To understand the concept of stress and strain analysis and able to
design different vessel roof.

To design pressers vessel under different different operating
conditions.
To understand the design concept of tall vessel and their supporting
structure.

cM-603

A. Process
Equipment

Design I
B. Polymer
Technology

C. Nano
Technology To design different types of flanges and understand different types

of equipment testing methods

IGAQ
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A. Chemical
Process Control

B. Process
Optimization
Techniques
C. Fertilizer
Technology

To understand the knowledgq of controlling processes and
controllers.

cM-604

To investigate control and instrumentation of chemical engineering
equipment's
Ability to solve complex equation using laplace tan fomations.
To understand interacting and noninteracting process and their
responses
To know about stability concept and techniques to solve problems
on it.
Student will able to simulate of process in "DWSIM"
Student will able to simulate Shortcut Distillation, Rigorous
Distillation on DWSIM

able to simulate double pipe Heat Exchanger in
DWSIM
Student will

cM-605

Chemical
Process Plant

Simulation Lab-
II

Student will able to simulate CSTR in DWSIM
To understand the knowledge of thermocouple and Dead

To understand Characteristics of Control valve and pID

weight
Pressure

Controller.
Abili to measurement of level Air method.

cM-606
Chemical

Process Control
Lab

interacting and non-interacting process and theirTo understand

skills and practicesto
Efficiently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Communication & skills.cM-607 Internship-III

Identification of relevant problems in the industry and innovative
solutions

in area Chemicalofproblem whichIdentify Engineering requres
further

for the ect work.the methods and materials

the work with team members.
Formulate and implement innovative ideas for social and
environmental b enefits.

cM-608 Minor Project II

Analyze the results
work.

to come out with solutions related to the project

Ability to design
heat exchanger,

different types of heat exchangers like double pipe
shell and tube heat exchanger used in chemical

industries and to understand the role of heat transfer coefficient and
1n

cM-701
Process

Equipment
Design-Il

Ability to design multiple effect evaporators with boiling point rise
and without boiling point rise condition

1n tcI'r+'

it
ct

+

+

Exposure to latest technology applications to the specific discipline.
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Ability to design mass exchange equipment like plate and packed
column for distillation and absorption column used in chemical
refineries

Ability to design Flash drum, Kettle reboiler, condenser, cooling
tower, rotary drier and tray drier

Ability to understand origin, composition & classification of
petroleum.

Ability to understand crude oil distillation process & to understand
the concept of catalytic cracking and reforming processes.

Ability to discuss alkylation, isomerization, polymerization
processes.

Ability to understand the manufacture of lubricating oil & to know
sweetening and desulphurization processes.

cM-702

A Transport
Phenomena

B Bio Process
Technology

C Petroleum
Refining

Engineering Ability to enhance the knowledge of petroleum products, their
properties and characterization and discuss about LPG and
hydrogen recovery.
Ability to understand characteristics & effect of pollution on living
and non-living things and to know various policies for pollution
control.

Ability to understand the effect of climate changes, atmospheric
dispersion of air pollutants, and operating principles.

Ability to understand effect of water pollution and working
principles of particulate control devices.

Analyze the hazardous and nonhazardous solid wastes and select
the treatment and disposal methods.

cM-703

A.
Environmental

Engineering
B. Process

Intensification
C. Non-

conventional
energy Sources

To analyse the pollution caused by different Chemical Process

)case studies

1. Student will able to identify various forms of renewable energy
2. Student will able to understand biogas plant, gasifier and
produclion of Biogas
3. Student will able to understand production process of biodiesel,
bio-fuels

4. Student will able to understand solar drying system, solar
distillation and solar Pond

cM-704 Energy Lab

5. Student will able to determine of exhaust gas analysis by using
Orsat apparatus.

Student able to determine oxygen demand required to decompose
organics in polluted water

Student able to deterrnine pH, acidity and alkalinity present in
polluted water

cM-70s Environmentril
EngineeringLab

Student able to determine hardness and turbidity of given water
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Student able to determine Total Dissolved Solids in water

Identify problem in arca of Cheinical Engineering which requires
further investigation.

Identify the methods and materials required for the project work.

Manage the work with team members

Formulate and implement innovative ideas for social and
environmental b enefi ts.

cM-706 Major Project-I

AnaLyze the results to come out with solutions related to the project
work.

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course

Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges .

Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders

cM-607 Evaluation of
Internship -III

Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during internship

2. Ability to model the different static and dynamic models.

1. the and simulation.of basics of

3. Understanding the concept of the treatment of experimental
data.cM-801

Chemical
Process

Modeling &
Simulation

4. Understanding of dynamic mo

5. Understanding of computer programming of various iterative
convergence methods such as Newton- Raphson, false position etc.

deling of simple processes

Able to select piping system components.

Understand the rheological and time dependent behavior of fluid
To be able to calculate power losses for Compressible and
Incompressible fluids in vertical flow

To be able to calculate power losses for Compressible and
Incompressible fluids in horizontal flow

cM-802

A. Process
Piping Design

B. Process safety
&Hazards

Management
C. Fertilizer
Technology Understand the importance of software and piping system in

Chemical IndusW
1. To study the concepts of chemical process plant design

2. To understand the economics of plant establishment.cM-803
A Process Plant

Economics &
Management 3. To understand the cost analysis of products

l&A*
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the to check the financial ofB Petrochemical
Technology

C IPR
(Intellectual

4. To stud

to understand origin, composition & classification ofAbility

Ability to understand crude oil distillation process & to understand.
cracking and reforming processes.the concept of

discuss alkylation, isomerization, polymerizationAbility to

Ability to understand the manufacture of lubricating oil & to know
sweetening and desulphurization processes.

Petrochemical
Technology Lab

Ability to
properties

enhance the knowledge of petroleum products, their
and characteization and discuss about LpG and

Identify complex torelevantengmeerlng theproblems ocrety
and

ly modern technologies, tools and systems in the field of
Chemical Engineering to analyze the identified problem

App

and a viable solution to the blem.
cM-805

Develop the team work and
ethical values.

p skills with professional andleadershi

19r-e

5. To study the overall network design of process plant.

petroleum.

cM-S04

the

skills & Presentation skills

Major Project-Il
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Department of Mechanical Engineering

Vision of Mechanical Engineering

To be nationally recognized department for imparting mechanical eirgineering education, leading

to competent engineers, capable of contributing to society through innovation, entrepreneurial

and leadership.

Mission of Mechanical Engineering

o Imparting quality education to the students and enhancing their skills to make them

globally competitive mechanical engineers.

o Ability to work as a member of interdisciplinary teams, capable of adapting to changing

environments of engineering, technology and society with ethical and moral values.

. Inculcate critical thinking abilities among students and develop entrepreneurial skills,

leadership qualities and innovative ideas.

Program Educational objective (PEo's) of Mechanical Engineering

' The graduating students from Mechanical Engineering should have a comprehensive

background of physical sciences, mathematics and foundations of Mechanical

leAe
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Engineering to be able to solve application level problems related to core Mechanical

Engineering and interdisciplinary areas

o The graduating students from Mechanical Engineering needs to develop expertise and

acumen in core areas like Mechanical design, thermal engineering, materials and

manufacturing science to a satisfaction of employers.

o The program orients its graduating students towards contemporary areas of socio-

technological issues like energy crisis, pollution, formal practices of human resources and

industrial relations in order to achieve the professional development of the student.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO's) of Mechanical Engineering

PSOI: Apply the fundamentals of mathematics, science and engineering knowledge to identiSr,

formulate, design, investigate and solve complex engineering problems of machines &
mechanisms, kinematics and dynamics, mechanical components & systems to manufacturing

facilities having computer-based design, analysis, simulation and fabrication with best quality

practices.

PSO2: Design mechanical systems in various fields such as machine elements, thermal,

manufacturing, industrial and inter-disciplinary fields by using various engineering/technological

tools to meet the mercurial needs of the industry and society atlarge.

PSO3: The ability to grasp the latest development, methodologies of mechanical engineering and

possess competent knowledge of design procoss, practical proficiency, skills and knowledge of
programme and developing ideas towards innovation & research.

Programme Outcomes (PO's) of Mechanical Engineering

Upon successful completion of the program, the students would have the following attributes.

. Apply the fundamental knowledge of mathematics, science and engineering in the

i

10AQ

solution of complex Mechanical engineering problems

I

a
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o Identi&, formulate, analyze and Solve complex mechanical engineering problems

o Design solutions for complex mechanical engineering problems and design system

components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for

. public health and safety, and cultural, societal, and environmental considerations.

o Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of experiments,

analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid

conclusions.

o Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering

tools, including prediction and modelling to complex engineering activities, with an

understanding of the limitations

o The contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and

the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional.engineering practice.

o Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and

environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable

development.

. Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms

of the engineering practice.

o Function effectively as an individual, and as a mernber or leader in diverse teams, and in

multidisciplinary settings.

o Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering

community and with the society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write

t
I

loAe
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effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and

receive clear inskuctions.

o Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management

principles and apply these to one's own work, as a member and leader in a team, to

manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.

o Recognizethe need.for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent

and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of Mechanical Engineering (UG)

Univ.
Subject
Code

Subject Name CO Description

BT-201
Engineering

physics

The Coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of Wave nature of particles and the Schrodinger
equation.
Student will able to understand the knowledge of Wave optics i.e.
interference and diffraction.
To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (P type and N
Type semiconductors), Diodes and Hall effect. STudents will also
be able to understand the basic coircept of superconductivity.
To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
applications in field of engineering sciences.

To provide you to basic understanding of Electrostatics in vacuum.

BT-102 Mathematics-I

To introduce the fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to
application of analysis to Engineering problems.

To introduce the idea of applying differential and integral calculus
to notions of curvature and to improper integrals. Apart from some
applications it gives a basic introduction on Beta and Gamma
function
To develop the tool of power series and Fourier series for leaming
advanced Engineering Mathematics.

To familiarize the student with functions of several variables that
is essential in most branches of engineering

To develop the essential tool of .matrices and linear algebra in a

comprehensive manner.

mAc
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BT-203
Basic

mechanical
engineering

Understand the properties of material, stress strain. Properties of
alloys and cast iron.
Understand the concept measurement and machine tools their

operations and their applications.
Understand the concept of fluid flow , properties of fluid,
Bernoulli's equation, Pascal's law.
To Understand the concept of heat and temperature, law of
thermodynamics, boilers and their mountings and accessories,

basic Refrigeration cycles and its applications.
To Understand the working of different cycles and 4
stroke engines and their applications.

strokes, 2

BT-204
Basic civil

engineering &
mechanics

Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of
civil engineering and materials used in construction.

Gain the ability to use modern survey equipment to measure angles

and distances.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and map

Students will have the ability to identify, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.

BT-205
Basic

computer
engineering

Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system, its role and functionalities and to
apply concepts of MS word, MS power point, MS Excelefficiently.
Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical
problems.

Translate the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented
concepts in C++ programming language.

Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and
protocols, E commerce applications, impact of securitythreats and
attacks on networking systems and also security measures

Understand the different method for representing and processing
data and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
various type of services.

BT-206
Language lab
& seminars

learners to develop good listening skills
Encourages learner to talk freely and lose their shyness when
talkine in front of the people

To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable

and help in removing the stage frieht
Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation

skills.

loAg
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IftAG

Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical
on waterproblems itsandpurification tn andsignificance industry

life.
Select the lubricant for
Machines.

various purposes based on the type of

basicEquipped know ofledge ofmethodspolymer
andtionymeriza varl0uspol industrial of polymers

theDraw ePhas di fo one twoagrams &amp; component systems
causand ES, and methods toconsequences mrntmlze coffosron to

industrial

Engineering
chemistry

the structure foIdentify unknown/new with thecompounds ofhelp
and understandspectro scopy eriodicp such ASproperties ionization

oxidation states and electro
To introduce effective mathematical tools for the ofsolutions

and artialordinary differentialp that modelequations physical

To theintroduce oftools anddifferentiation inte ofgration
functions of variable SEthocomplex USare tned vanous techniques

BT-202 Mathematics-II

To studenttheacquaint with mathematical tools available ln vector
calculus needed vaflous field sof andcience engmeeflng

VEEffecti ofuse alverb non-and verbal communication for
softenhanced skill beside enhanced reading ascomprehension

well
Write the different kinds of letters, and technical

BT-103
English for

Communicatio
n

Apply basic rules of
communication.

written as well as oralgrammar in both

network theorems
electrical NetworkTo introduce the Bof ofASICSconcept DC

concept of Basics of AC electricalTo introduce the
&3

introduction of transformerTo of law of
of various electricalTo Machines.

BT-104
Basic electrical
& electronics
engineering

To Basic Electronics

ofscales, and curvesDraw various

& linesDraw of
ections of Planes & SolidsDraw

Draw andections Of dssoli incldevelopment uding cylinders
and

BT-105 Engineering
. graphics

Draw isometric
AUTOCAD.

views of Planes and Solids, Drawing using

BT-106 tools for differentUse hand and

with
BT-101
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practices Operate machine tools while preparing any component

Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation
Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using
the tools.
Prepare Foundry, Fitting, Carpentry, Welding and smithy Job.

BT-107

Internship-I
(60 Hrs

Duration) at
the Institute

level

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s
Solve real life challenges in the worl<place by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets
qcquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during intemship

BT-108

Swachh bharat
summer

internship
unnat bharat

abhiyan
(100hrs)/ rural

outreach

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural aspects
of the rural areas parochial to their colleges.
Students are expected to observe, investigate and learn about the
following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics, Literacy,
Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes of
government of India and State of Madhya Pradesh in operation in
the villages.

To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in social
activities and imbibe human values among them.
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and
develop healthy habits in people in villages.
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build an understanding of the
development agenda within institutes of Higher Education and an
institutional capacity and training relevant to national needs,
especially those of rural lndia.

BT 301
Mathematics-

ru

To determine the root finding techniques which can be used to
solve practical engineering problems also demonstrate the use of
interpolation methods to find intermediate values in given

and,/or tabulated data.
Apply the concept of numerical analysis to find the relative
strengths and weaknesses of each computation method and know
which are most applicable for given problem also will be able to
approximate and analysis the errors obtained in the numerical
solution of equations, ordinary, partial differential equations and
simultaneous eqUations as well

IOAQ
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To apply the analytical technique to express periodic function as a

Fourier series and acquire the concepts of Laplace transformation
& inverse Laplace Transform with its property
To solve Partial Differential equation and Ordinary Differential
Equation with given boundary conditions which is helpful in all
engineering & research work.
Apply the concept of a random variable, probability distribution
and their application in diversified fields.

ME302
Thermodynami

cs

Apply conservation principles (mass and energy) to evaluate the
performance of simple engineering systems and cycles

Evaluate thermodynamic properties of simple homogeneous
substances
Analyze processes and cycles
thermodynamics to determine
performance

second law of
effioiency and

using the
maximum

Discuss the physical relevance of the numerical values for the
solutions to blems
Critically evaluate the validity of the numerical solutions for
specifi c engineering problems

ME303
Materials

technology

Understand the crystal structure and classification of materials.
Understand methods of determining mechanical properties and
their suitability for applications.
Understand Mechanical behavior of metals and alloys, Tensile &
compressive stress-strain
Understand Iron carbon diagram, time temperafure transformation
etc.

Understand Non destructive testing, alloty study with heat
treatment process.

ME304
Strength of
Material

To define direct normal stress and direct shear stress and compute
their values.

able to calculate shear stress distribution in solid and hollow round
members under Torsional loading conditions.

Able to calculate bending stress and shear stress at any location
along the beam. Calculate maximum bending stress and maximum
shear stress.

Able to use different theories of failure in different loading
condition
able to develop an understanding of analytic methods used in
connection with the structural design of columns, long mechanical
members under compression.

ME305 Manufacturing
process

Students will be
Technology.

able to understand concepts of casting

Students will be able to understand mechanical working of metals.

l-0A&
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Students will be able to understand concepts of welding process

Students will be able to understand concept of forging methods

Students will be able to understand press working .

ME306
Thermal engg

lab

To study the working of different types of high pressure boilers

To calculate different performance parameters of boilers.

afi
To study the working of different types of steam condensors.

To analyse the exhaust gas using ORSAT apparatus.

BT107

Evaluation of
Internship-I

Completed at
First Year

Level

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and worl<place in the assigned job functiorVs

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets
acquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing

ifsue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during

ES4O1

Energy &
environmental

engineering

To learn about various types of energy resources.

To learn about Biodiversity and its conservation.
To learn about Causes, Effects and Control of Environmental
Pollution.
To leam about various social issues w.r.t. environment.

}'lE4O2 Instrumentatio
n & control

To learn about different types of Instrument Systems 8.
Measurement T
To know about various characteristics of instrument.
To learn about measurement of different physical quantities like
Temperature, Flow, Velocity & Pressure

To leam about different mechanical measurement devices

ME4O3
Theory of
machines

To introduce the approaches used in kinematic and dynamic
of

To understand the various four bar mechanisms and applications.

To understand various types of gear and gear trains.

To understand Cam & folloers working.
To give basic knowledge on mechanical vibrations

,QAQ

To learn about Ecosystem.

To know about different types of control systems.
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To understand the Newton's law of viscosity and able to explain
the mechanics of fluids at rest and in motion by observing the fluid
phenomena

Compute force of buoyancy on a partially or fully submerged body
and able to analyze the stability of a floating body.

To understand Euler's Equation of motion and Deduce Bernoulli's
equation.
To find energy losses in pipe transitions and to draw energy
gradient lines.

ME4O4
Fluid

mechanics

Evaluate pressure drop in pipe flow using Hagen-Poiseuille's
equation for laminar flow in a pipe and distinguish the types of
flows and Determine sonic velocity in a fluid.
Upon completion of this course, the students will be able to
understand and compare the functions and applications of different
metal cutting tools
Understand the basic concepts of gear machining
Understand the basic concepts of plastics and molding method

Understand the basic concepts of NTM

ME4O5
Manufacturing

technology

The student will be able to write the programming to control and
NC machines

To introduce different softwares to students.
To learn about Surface modelling its design & implemntation in
engineering applications.
To know about current developments in CAD
To leam about Solid modeling & its applications.

ME4O6 Software lab

To know about strategic plan of CAD system design
Exposulq to Organizational skills and professional practices.

Efficiently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Improved Communication & interpersonal skills.
Exposure to latest technology applications to the specific

.}jIE4O7

90 hrs
Internship

based on using
various

software's -
Intemship -II of relevant problems in the industry and innovativeIdentification

solutions.

To understand different types, parts and

To leam in details the combustion process in Petrol Engines

Enginesworking of IC

To leam in details the combustion process in DieselEngines.
To learn about different types of fuels and their properties used in
IC Engines.

ME 501
Internal

combustion
engines

To know about the concepts of Supercarging & Turbocharging of
IC Engines

IGAQ
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ME5O2
Mechanical
vibrations

Understand the causes and effects of vibration in mechanical
systems.
Develop schematic models for physical systems and formulate
governing equations of motion.
Understand the role of damping, stiffness and inertia in mechanical
systems
Analyze rotating and reciprocating systems and compute critical

Analyze and design machine supporting structures, vibration
isolators and absorbers.

ME503(B)
Dynamics of

Machines'

To design and analyze the fundamental knowledge of dynamics of
machines so that student can apprec.iate solve problems of dynamic
force balance and transmissibility of forces.

To calculate the balancing mass with analytical and graphical
methods for rotary and reciprocating masses.

To develop understanding of . governor mecha.nism and its
significance on engineering design.
To develop understanding of dynamic balancing, flywheel
analysis, gyroscopic forces and moments.
To Draw Turning moment diagram for different internal
combustion engine and able to design

ME504
(A)

Industrial
engineering &

ergonomics

Able to use the Charts to record the activities of the people,
materials and equipment to find alternative methods which
minimize waste and to implement the best method.
Able to. apply the knowledge to eliminate unproductive activities
under the control of the management, supervisor, worker and the
design ofproducts and processes

Able to implement &use the various job evaluation and incentive
scheme for the smooth working of the workforce in industry.

To Apply ergonomic concept to improve working conditions in
various industrial environments. .

To estimate information associated with control display systems
using information processing theory. Students will be able to
evaluate audio, visual and tactile displays.

ME5O5 FEM / CFD

Understand the concepts behind formulation methods in FEM.
Identify the application and characteristics of FEA elements

To develop an understanding for the major theories, approaches
and used in CFD
Develop element characteristic equation and generation of global
equation.

&
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Able to apply suitable boundary conditions to a global equation for
bars, trusses, beams,
circular shafts, heat transfer, fluid flow, axi symmetric and
dynamic problems and solve them
displacements, stress and strains induced.

Basic understanding of python and installation

understand the concept of control statement

Understanding of searching algorithm

Underatading of sorting algorithm

ME5O6 Python

Underatading of file handling

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in lhe assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets
acquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders

ME507
Evaluation of
Internship II

Exhibit. professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
4uring internship
Identify a topic in advanced areas of Mechanical Engineering.
Review literature to identifu gaps and define objectives & scope of
the work.
Generate and implement innovative ideas for social benefit.

Develop a prototypes/models, experimental set-up and software
systems necessary to meet the objectives.

ME5O8 Minor project

Analyze the ruslts and evaluate the performance.

To understand the working of high pressure boiler
To understand the vapour power cycles applied on thermal power
plqq!,
To understand the concepts of gas dynamics

To understand the working of reciprocating air compressor

ME6O1

Thermal
engineering

and gas

dynamics
Analyze the flow through varing area ducts with friction and heat
transfer.
Able to explain the theory behind the different phases of design
process
Apply knowledge to design basic elements shaft, keys and
couplings.

ME6O2
Machine

component
design

Apply knowledge to design springs and power screws
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Design clutches and brakes depending on need.

Design and analyze rolling contact or iournal bearing.

ME6o3(A)
Department

elective (turbo-
machinery)

to turbo machines

Analyze impulse and reaction steam turbo machines for energy

transfer
Analyze hydro turbo machines for energy transfer.

Analyze different types of fans, blowers and compressors for
energy transfer.
General theory and working of different power transmitting turbo

machines

ME604(C)

Qp.o elective
(renewable

energy
technology)

To explain in detail about solar energy & its utilization.

To explain in detail about wind energy & its utilization.

To learn about production and application of Biomass.

To understand different types, parts and working of Hydro Power

Systems

To explain in detail about geo thermal energy 4:E.4!Zq!lot.

ME6O5 CAD lab

Understand geometric transformation techniques in CAD

Develop models to represent curves. and surfaces

Develop programs to manufacture industrial components

Devlopment of 3d part nd part

Simulation study

ME6O6 RDBMS

To learn about normalization and its different forms

To learn about query processing & optimization technique.

To understand the usage of backup recovery feature of database.

Study and usage of object or object oriented relational database

management software (Oracle).

Creating and use web database in PHP

ME6O7 Intemship iii

Exposure to Organizational skills and professional practibes

Efficiently completing tasks, fostering good relationship with
seniors and subordinates

Improved Communication & interpersonal skills.

Exposure to latest technology applications to the specific
discipline
Identification of relevant problems in the industry and innovative
solutions.

ME6O8
Minor project

II

Identify problem in area of Mechanical Engineering which
requires further investigation.

Identify the methods and materials required for the project work.

Manage the work with team members.

Formulate and implement innovative ideas for social and
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environmental benefits.

Analyze the results to come out with solutions related to the
proiect work.

ME7O1
Heat and Mass

Transfer

Know about the basic concept of heat transfer and its modes.

Mechanism of S State

Leam about the Transient Heat Conduction and its

Learn about Convective Heat Transfer

Understand the working principle and types of heat exchangers

And leam about Boiling & Condensation.

Understand the concept of Radiative Heat Transfer, m4qtrq4sfel.

ME7O2 D

Departmental
elective
advance
machine
design

Understand the concept of belt, chain and rope drive and their
design process

Able to design spur and helical gears.

Able to design of bevel gears.

Able to design I C engine components such as pystion, cylinder
and connecting rod
Able to design componets like joints, couplings, pressure vessels

and power screw.

ME7O3A

Open Elective
Operation

Research and
Supply Chain

Formulate and solve linear programming problems

Determine optimum solution to transportation problem

Determine average queue length and waiting times of queuing
models.

Determine optimum inventory and cost in inventory models

Understand the decision phases and apply competitive & supply
chain strategies

}'{E]04 CAD / CAM /
CIM

Students will be able to produce CAD drawings which
communicate the appropriate manufacturing details, standards, and

specifications

Students will be able to generate NC code using G-codes & M-
codes to machine parts to specifications.

Students will be able to set-up, program, and operate CNC milling
and turning equipment

Students will be able to Design Flpxible manufacturing cell after
carrying out Group technology study and finally creating FMS.

Students will be able to apply knowledge about Computer Aided

Quality control and Process Planning Control.

ME7O5
MATLAB and

R
Prggramming

To introduce MATLAB & R.

Download & Installation of MATLAB & R.

In detail explanation of various MATLAB commands and

functions.

In detail explanation of various R commands and functions.

o\'g
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Examples & Case Studies on MATLAB & R Programming

ME7O6 Major project-I

Identifu problem in area of Mechanical Engineering which
requires further investigation.

Identify the methods and materials required for the project work.

Manage the work with team members.

Formulate and implement innovative ideas for social and
environmental benefits.
Atalyze the results to come out with solutions related to the
project work.

ME6O7
Evaluation of
Internship -III

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

acquired from the course
Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing
underlying issue/s to challenges
Demonstrate appreciation and respect for diverse groups of
professionals by engaging harmoniously with different company
stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition
during internship

MESO1
Refrigeration

and air
conditioning

Illustrate the fundamental principles and applications of
refrigeration and air conditioning system
Obtain cooling capacity and coefficient of performance by
conducting test on vapour compression refrigeration systems and
ice plant
Present the properties, applications and environmental issues of
different refri gerants

Calculate cooling load for air conditioning systems used for
various conditions
Operate and analyze the refrigeration and air conditioning systems

MESO2A

Departmental
elective

(automobile
engineering)

Explain in detail about Chassis systems of an Automobile.

Explain in detail about steeringsystems of an Automobile.

Explain in detail about transmission systems of an Automobile

Explain in detail about suspension systems of an Automobile
Explain in detail about Electrical, control systems and emission
standards of an Automobile.

ME803C

Open elective
(entrepreneurs

hip &
management

To leam about different system concepts.

To leam about different management concepts

To leam about different marketing ioncepts

To know about basics of productivity & operations.
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concepts) To explain in detail Entrepreneurship.

ME8O4
Simulation &
modelinglab

To understand the concepts of modelling.

To understand the of simulation.

To model mechanical components CATIA.'ils1Tt o

To model mechanical components using ANSYS.

To analyze modelled component using ANSYS.

Major project
II

Identify methods and materials to carry out
code.

experiments/develop

Reorganize the procedures with a concern for society, environment
and ethics.

Analyze and discuss the results to draw valid conclusions

Prepare a report as per recommended format and defend the work.

Explore the possibility of publishing papers in peer reviewed
i ournals/conference proceedings.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of Mechanical Engineering (PG)

SUBJECT
CODE

SUBJECT
NAME CO DETAILS

MMMDlOl Advance
mathematics

Apply advanced algebraic. techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
p artral differenti al equati ons

Apply the
distribution
tendency.

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identify central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory.
Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

MMMDl02
Theory of

Elasticity &
Plasticity

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
partial differential equations

Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identiff central
tendency.
Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory.

ME8O5
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Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical

MMMDl03 Material
Science

Apply advanced algebraic. techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.
Apply a rarlge of techniques to solve first & second order
p artial di fferenti al equati ons

Apply the
distribution
tendency.

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identify central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition

matrix and tlre concept of queuing theory
Able to apply
and solve the

mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
structural and thermal problems associated with

mechanical

MMMDl04 Theory of
Vibration

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in t and other mathematics.
Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
partial differential equations
Apply the
distribution

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identiff cenkal

Able to solve pro,blems associated with continuous ornt
probability distribution, Markov chain usmg transition

matrix and the of
Able to apply mathematical
and solve the structural and

Techniques used in FEM analysis
thermal problems associated with

mechanical

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in S, and other mathematics.

MMMDl05
Computer

Aided Design
& Drafting

Apply a range of techniques io solve first & second order
differential

Apply the
distribution

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identi$r central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous oint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition

matrix and the of
Able to apply
and solve the

mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
structural and thermal problems associated with

mechanical

exolain queuing theory.
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+

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
p artial di fferenti al e quati ons

Apply the
distribution
tendency.

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identify central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory.

MMMD2Ol Adv. Machine
Design

Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
p artial differenti al equati ons

Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identi$z central
tendency.
Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition

the concept of queuing theory.matrix and

MMMD2O2
FINITE

ELEMENT
METHOD

to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
Able

mechanical

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.
Apply a runge of techniques to solve first & second order
partial differential equations
Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identiff central
tendency.
Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition

explain the concept of queuing theory.probability matrix and

MMMD2O3 Robotics

Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis
and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
and other mathematics.situations in lcs,MMMD2O4 Industrial

Tribology Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
partial differential

o.
CE tq,?
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Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identify central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain ttre concept of queui

Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis

and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

MMMD2O5
Vibration &

Noise Control

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse

situations in and other mathematics.

Apply a raflge of techniqubs to solve first & second order
partial differential equations

Apply the
distribution
tendency.

basic concepts of probability, probability
of random variables and identifiz central

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory.

Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis

and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

MMMD301(B)
Experimental

Stress
Analysis

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse

situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
differential

Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identify central
tendency.
Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory-

Able.to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis

and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

MMMD302(B)
Fluid Film
Lubrication

Apply advanced algebraic techniques applied to diverse
situations in physics, engineering and other mathematics.

Apply a range of techniques to solve first & second order
partial differential equations

Apply the basic concepts of probability, probability
distribution of random variables and identify central
tendency.

d.
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Department of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Yision of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning

To achieve excellent standards of quality-education by using the latest tools, nurturing

collaborative culture and disseminating customer oriented innovations to relevant areas of

academia and industry towards serving the greater cause of society.

Program Educational Objective (PEO's) of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning

The Program Edueational Objectives of the Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

Undergraduate program are designed to produce knowledgeable Machine Learning engineers

who are ready to contribute effectively to the advancement of Intelligent Computing systems.

The graduates shall:

Able to solve problems associated with continuous joint
probability distribution, Markov chain using transition
probability matrix and explain the concept of queuing theory.

Able to apply mathematical Techniques used in FEM analysis

and solve the structural and thermal problems associated with
mechanical systems.

4

&

Mission of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning

o To develop professionals who are skilled in the area of Artificial Lrtelligence and Machine

Learning.

o To impart quality and value based education and contribute towards the innovation of

computing, expert system, Data Science to raise satisfaction level of all stakeholders.

o Our effort is to apply new advancements in high performance computing hardware and

software.
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PEOI: Apply analysis, predictions, optimization, decision making and develop skills in

order to formulate and solve complex intelligent computing and multidisciplinary

problems.

PEO2: Take up higher studies, research & development,and other creative efforts in the

area of Machine Leaming.

PEO3: Use their skills in an ethical & professional manner to raise the satisfaction level of

stakeholders.

PSO 3: Professional Skills: The ability to apply the fundamentals of computer science in

competitive research and to develop innovative products to meet the societal needs

thereby evolving as an eminent researcher and entrepreneur.

o

a

o

Program Specilic Outcomes (PSO's) of Artilicial Intelligence and machine learning

. PSOI: Apply the skills in the areas of Health Care, Education, Agriculture, Intelligent

Transport, Environment, Smart Systems & in the multi-disciplinary area of Artificial

Intelligence and Machine Learning.

PSO2: Demonstrate engineering practice learned through industry internship to solve live

problems in various domains. Software applications for problem solving.

Programme Outcomes (PO's) of Artilicial Intelligence and machine learning

. POl: Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science and

engineering fundamentals for the solution of AIML problems.

PO2: Problem analysis: Ability to identiff, formulate and analyze aomplex engineering

problems.

a

a

a
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PO3: DesigrVdevelopment of solutions: Ability to design and develop AIML based

systems to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as public health and

safety, environmental, agriculture, economic and societal Considerations.

PO4: Conduct investigations of complex problems: Ability to demonstrate excellent

programming, analytical, logical and problem-solving skills.

PO5: Modern tool usage: Ability to use the emerging technologies, slcills, and modern

software tools to design, develop, test and debug the programs or software.

PO6: The engineer and society: Ability to include and solve the social, cultural, ethical

issues with AIML solutions.

PO7: Environment and sustainability: Ability to design arid develop web based solutions

with effective graphical user interface for the need of sustainable development.

PO8: Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and

responsibilities and norrns of the AIML practices.

PO9: Individual and team work: Ability to work individually and as a member or leader

in diverse teams to accomplish a common goal.

PO10: Communication: Ability to communicate effectively in both verbal and written

forms with the engineering community and society.

PO1l: Project management and finance: Knowledge and understanding of the

engineering and management principles and apply these to one's own work, as a member

and leader in a team to manage the software and AIML based projects in

multidisciplinary environments.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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POl2: Life-long learning: Appreciation of technological change and the need for

independent life-long learning.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of Artificial Intelligence and machine learning

a

Univ.
Subject
Code

Subject Name CO Description

The Coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of Wave nature of particles and the Schrodinger
equation.

will able to understand the knowledge of Wave optics i.e.
interference and diffraction.
Student

To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (p type and N
Type semiconductors), Diodes and Hall effect. STudents will also be

concept of superconductivityable to understand the basic
To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
applications in field of engineering sciences

BT-201
Engineering

Physics

To to basic of Electrostatics in vacuum.
To introduce the fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to
application of analysis to Engineering problems

To introduce the idea of applying differential and integral calculus to
notions of curvature and to improper integrals. Apart from some
applications it gives a basic introduction on Beta and Gamma
function
To develop the tool of power series and Fourier series for leaming
advanced Mathematics
To familiaize the student with functions of several variables that is
essential in most branches of engineering

BT-102 Mathematics-I

To develop the essential tool of matrices and linear algebra in a
manner

Understand the properties
alloys and cast iron.

of material, stress strain. Properties of

concept measurement and machine tools theirUnderstand the

the concept of fluid flow , properties of fluid, Bernoulli's
qquation, Pascal's law.
Understand

To Understand the concept of heat and temperature, law of
thermodynamics, boilers and their mountings and accessories, basic

the working of different cycles and 4 strokes, 2 strokeTo Understand
and its

and their

BT-203
Basic

Mechanical
Engineering

IC}AO

&

operations and their applications.
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Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
engineering and materials used in construction.

Basic Civil
Engineering &

Mechanics
BT-204

tl:.

Gain the ability to use modern survey equipment to measure angles
and distances.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and map

Students will have the ability to identiff, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.
Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system, its role and functionalities and to
apply concepts of MS word, MS power point, MS Excelefficiently.
Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical
problems.
Translate the algorithms to programs applyingobject-oriented

!n C++ programming language.
Understand basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols,
E commerce applications, impact of.securitythreats and attacks on
networking system! and also security measures

BT-205
Basic

Computer
Engineering

Understand the different method for representing and processing data
and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
vanous of services.

learners to develop good listeqing skills
Encourages leamer to talk freely and lose their shyness when talking

peoplein front of the
To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable and
lrq1p i, removing the stage fright

BT-206
Language Lab
& Seminars

Develops speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation
skills
Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical
problems on water purification and its significance in industry and
iqi[life.
Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various industrial applications of polymers

BT-101
Engineering
Chemistry

Draw the Phase diagrams of one &.amp; two component systems and
causes, consequences and methods to minimize corrosion to improve
industrial designs.

l&,\ii
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Identify the structure of unknown/new compounds with the help of
spectroscopy and understand periodic properties such as ionization

oxidation states and electro
To introduce effective mathematical tools for the solutions of
ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical
procosses.

To inkoduce the tools of differentiation and integration of functions
of complex variable those are used in various techniques dealing
engineering problems.

BT-202 Mathematics-II

To acquaint the student with mathematical tools available in vector
calculus needed various field of science and engineering.

Effective use of verbal and non-verbal communication for enhanced
soft skill beside enhanced reading comprehension as well
Write the different kinds of letters, reports and technical writing.BT-103

English for
Communication

Apply basic rules of grammar in both written as well as oral
commumcation.
To introduce the concept of Basics of DC electrical Network
including network theorems.
To introduce the concept of Basics of AC electrical Network(single
phase & 3 phase)..

To study of law of Electromagnetism, introduction of transformer
To study of various electrical Machines.

BT-104
Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

To Basic

Draw various types of scales, and curves.

Draw orthographic projections ofpoints & lines
Draw orthographic projections of Planes & Solids
Draw sections and development of solids including cylinders, cones,
prisms an4pyramids.

BT-105
Engineering

Graphics

Draw isometric views of Planes
AUTOCAD.

and Solids, Drawing using

Use han4 and power tools for different manufacturing processes

machine tools while any component

!9199! the appropriate tools for specific operation.
Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using
the tools.

BT-106 Manufacturing
Practices

W, andCFiF ,

Demonstrate the application of knowledge and skill sets acquired
from the course and workplace in the assigned job function/s

BT-107

Intemship-I (60
Hrs Duration)
at the Institute

level

Solve real life challenges in the workplace by analysing work
environment and conditions, and selecting appropriate skill sets

from the course

toAs

Digital Eleitronics.

Job.
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Exhibit critical thinking and problem solving skills by analysing

issue/s to

Demonstrate aPPreciation

professionals bY engaging
and respect
harmoniously

for diverse groups of
with different comPanY

stakeholders
Exhibit professional ethics bY displaying positive disposition during

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural asPects of
the rural areas arochial to their

reglon:

theaboutlearnandto observeare in-vestigateStudents expected
l. Demo Literacyruralthe graphicsofectsaspfollowing

ofSchemeslt.Vtheof govemmentaI illageparametersGeographic
theln1nPradeshand ofStatef Indiao

To enhance critical thinking by making them participate m

activities and imbibe human values among them'
social

is to promote cleanliness and develop

habits in ln
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan

those of rural India.

of thebuild an understandingAbhi ToBharatnnatU yan:
and anof Educationinstituteswithin Higheragendadevelopment
needsnationaltorelevantandtionalinstitu trarmngcapacity

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship
Unnat Bharat

Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach

Writing, Listening,
likeScommunication aspectstechnical geneflcofAcquisition

echnicT, al ThinkingechnicalT Material,Reading
of athe1ntechnical partsKnowingspoken,and phrasesusmg

tadatabularcreenshots data,Slike graphs,dotechnical cuments

notes

oftechnicalthewith formats/templatesgeneflcadaptedGetting
technicalwr1technical ting,of memowrltechnical reportS,ting

theandminutes oftechnical meetingwriting,proposalpresentations,

Accessing the reading
material with the use

material and developing the writing
of technical concepts and tools like

Miscrosoft visio, Notepad **, Kinemaster, Powtoon, Split Page

technical
Vacaroo,

Learning the skill of
and spinning using

proofreading and copy editing, paraphrasing

technical tools and manually using the

of advance technical

Learning the technical phrases and

argumentative etc for develoPing
writing styles like descriPtive,
good technical documents for

technical documents.or dis

AI3O1
Technical

Communication
AI3O1

BT-108
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Upon completion of the course, the student will be able to:
Apply the basic counting techniques (multiplication rule,

combinations, permutations) to compute probability and work with
discrete random variables and demonstrate understanding what

expectation, variance, covariance and correlation mean and be able

to te and them.

AI3O2
AI3O2

(Probability
and Statistics)

Understand the properties and applications of some

bivariate and continuous probability distributions for both discrete
and continuous random variables.

standard

Explain the concept of order statistics and solving problems related

to it also will be using Binomial, Poisson, and Normal distributions
to solve statistical problems.

Use scatter plots to visualize the relationship between two variables
and apply the least square effors method numerically and

algebraically to find the curve of best fit also will be having
Knowledge about formulating and testing a hypothesis, using critical
values to draw conclusions and determining probability of making
errors in hypothesis tests.

Get an idea of order statistics with its applications. Also about small
sample tests based on Chi-square, t and F distributions to understand
and analyze various methods of Non-parametric tests

To understand the concept of linear, non-linear data structures, the
operations performed on them and the applications of various data
structures.

Understand the arrays, searching and sorting algorithms

Implement stacks, queues and its applications.

Implement linked list and its variations.

AI3O3
AI3O3

Data Structure

Solve problem involving graphs, trees and heaps.

Demonstrate fundamental understanding of the history of artificial
intellisence (AI) and its foundations
Apply basic principles of AI in'solutions that require problem
solving, inference, perception, knowledge representation, and

learning
Demonstrate an ability to share in discussions of AI, its current
scope and limitations, and societal implications of applications like
NLP

AI3O4
AI3O4

AI

Demonstrate profciency in applying method for forward and

Demonstrate awareness and a fundamental understanding of various
applications of AI techniques in intelligent agents, expert systems,

artificial neural networks and other machine learning models

backward

AI3O5
AI3O5
OOPM

Describe the procedural and object oriented paradigm with concepts

of streams, class es, functions, data and obj ects.

IOAQ.
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Understand dynamic memory management techniques using
destructors etc.

Department of Computer Science and Engineering (Internet of Things and

Cyber Security Including Blockchain Technology)

Vision of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security Including Blockchain Technology)

To Achieve excellent standards of quality-education by using the latest tools, nurturing

collaborative culture and disseminating customer-oriented innovations to relevant areas of
academia and industry towards serving the greater cause of society.

Mission of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security Including Blockchain Technology)

o To develop professionals who are skilled in IOT, Cybersecurity and Blockchain.

o To impart quality and value-based education and contribute towards the innovation of

computing, networks, security to raise the satisfaction level of all stakeholders.

o Our effort is to apply new adv'ancements in high performance computing hardware and

software.

Program Educational Objective (PEO's) of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security

Including Blockchain Technology)

The Program Educational Objectives of the CSE - IOT and blockchain using cyber security

Undergraduate program are. designed to produce knowledgeable IOT and block chain engineers

Describe the concept of function overloading, operator overloading,
virtual functions and polymorphism.
Understand how to apply the major object-oriented concepts to
implement object oriented programs in C**, encapsulation,
inheritance and polymomhism.
Classify inheritance with the understanding of early and late binding,
usage of exception handling. generic programming.

tcAc
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who are ready to contribute effectively to the advancement of IoT and Cybersecurity systems.

The graduates shall:

PEOI: Apply analysis, predictions, security, optimization, decision making and develop

skills to formulate and solve complex Intelligent computing and multidisciplinary

problems.

a

a

PEO2: Take up higher studies, research & development, and other creative efforts in the

area of IOT and Blockchain.

PEO3: Use their skills in an ethical & professional manner to raise the satisfaction level

of stakeholders.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSO's) of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security

Including Blockchain Technology)

. Understand engineering knowledge in the areas of IOT, blockchain, cyber security,

artificial intelligence, full stack, web development, 'gaming, virtual reality, and

augmented reality.

. Design and integrate hardware and software systems in the areas of IOT, Blockchain and

Cloud Computing with strong emphasis on lifelong learning to create feasible

engineering solutions for the advancement of society

Programme Outcomes (PO's) of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security Including

Blockchain Technology)

. POl: Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science,

engineering fundamentals and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex

engineering problems.
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PO2: Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review literature, and analyze complex

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of

mathematics, natural science and engineering sciences.

PO3: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components

or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for public

health and safety and cultural, societal, and environmental considerations.

PO4: Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and

research methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data,

and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.

a

a

a

a

PO5: Modern tool usage: Create, Select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources and

modem engineering and IT tools including predictiop and modeling to complex

engineering activities with an understanding of the limitations.

PO6: The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by contextual knowledge to

assess societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues, and the consequent

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice.

PO7: Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of professional engineering

solutions in societal and environmental context and demonstrate the knowledge of and

need for sustainable development.

PO9: Individual and teamwork: Function effectively as an individual and as a member or

leader in diverse teams and in multidisciplinary settings.

a

{}

$
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a

a

PO8: Ethics: eppiy ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and

responsibilities and nonns of engineering practice

a
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PO10: Communication: Communicate effectively with the engineering community and

with society atlarge. Be able to comprehend and write effective reports documentation.

Make effective presentations and give and receive clear instructions.

POl1: Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of

engineering and management principles and apply these to one's own work, as a member

and leader in a team. Manage projects in multidisciplinary environments.

POl2: Life-long leaming: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to

engage in independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological

change.

Course Outcomes (CO's) of CSE (Internet of Things and Cyber Security Including

Blockchain Technology)

a

\

C

Subject
Code

Subject Name C0 Description

BT-101
Engineering
Chemistry

Differentiate hard and soft water; solve the related numerical
problems on water purification and its significance in industry and.
daily life.
Select the lubricant for various purposes based on the type of
Machines.

Equipped with basic knowledge of polymer , methods of
polymerization and various indusffial applications of polymers

Draw the Phase diagrams of one &amp; two component systems and
causes, consequences and methods to minimize corrosion to improve
industrial
Identify the structure of unknowrVnew compounds with the help of
spectroscopy and understand periodic properties such as ionization
potential, oxidation states and electro negativity

BT-102 Mathematics-I

To introduce the fallouts of Rolle's Theorem that is fundamental to
application of analysis to Engineering problems.
To introduce the idea of applying differential and integral calculus to
notions of curvature and to improper integrals. Apart from some
applications it gives a basic introduction on Beta and Gamma
function

1{'. , *&
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To develop the tool of power series and Fourier series for learning
advanced Mathematics.

I
I

student with functions of several variables that is
essential in most branches of
To familiarize the

manner.
To ESSENthe tial tool ofdevelop matrices linearand 1n aalgebra

Effective use of verbal and non-verbal communication for enhanced
soft skill beside enhanced reading comprehension as well
Write the different kinds of letters, and technical

BT-103 English for
Communication

rules of grammar in both written as well as oral
communrcation.
Apply basic

the concept of Basics of DC electrical NetworkTo introduce
network theorems.

concept of Basics of AC electrical
&3

Network(singleTo introduce the

To stud of law of introduction of transformer

To study of various electrical Machines.

Basic Electrical
& Electronics
Engineering

To Basic Electronics
Draw various of scales and curves.

ections of ints & linesDraw

ections of Planes & SolidsDraw
Draw ections and of solidsdevelopment including linders,cy cones,

and

BT-105 Engineering
Graphics

Draw isometric views of planes
AUTOCAD

and Solids, Drawing using

tools for differentUse hand and

machine tools while
Select the tools for
Comprehend the safety
the tools.

measures required to be taken while using

BT-106 Manufacturing
Practices

and JobF w
theDemonstrate ofapplication and Sskill etsknowledge acquired

from the course and tn ASthe function/s,fworkplace Josigned
Solve lifereal tn the echallenges workworkplac by analysing

andenvronment andconditions, skill setselecting appropriate
thefrom course

Exhibit critical and SO skillsthinking analproblem vmg by ysing
lssue/s to

Intemship-I (60
Hrs Duration)
at the Institute

level

Demonstrate andapprecration for VETSEdi.respect of91'oup
sionalsprofes withby engagmg differentharmoniously company

stakeholders

LAA*

a

BT-104

BT-107
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Exhibit professional ethics by displaying positive disposition during

LE6

This course is to sensitize students about the socio-cultural aspects
of the rural areas parochial to their colleges.
Students are expected to observe, investigate and leam about the
following aspects of the rural region: i. Demographics, Literacy,
Geographical parameters of the Village; ii. Schemes of government
of lndia and State of Madhya Pradesh in operation in the villages.
To enhance critical thinking by making them participate in social
activities and imbibe human values among them.
Rural Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is to promote cleanliness and develop

hqalthy habits in people in villages.

BT-108

Swachh Bharat
Summer

Internship
Unnat Bhwat

Abhiyan
(100Hrs)/ Rural

Outreach
Unnat Bharat Abhiyan: To build an understanding of the
development agenda within institutes of Higher Education and an
institutional capacity and training relevant to national needs,
especially those of rural India.
The Coursework is designed to provide students the opportunity to
learn key concepts of Wave nature of particles and the Schrodinger
equation.
Student will able to understand the knowledge of Wave optics i.e
interference and diffraction.
To introduce the idea of solids like semiconductors (P type and N
Type semiconductors), Diodes and Hall effect. STudents will also be

basic concept of superconductivityable to understand the
To develop the understanding of Lasers, fiber optics and their
applications iq field of engineering sciences.

BT-201
Engineering

Physics

To provide you to basic understanding of Electrostatics in vacuum.

To introduce effective mathematrcal tools for the solutions of
ordinary and partial differential equations that model physical
processes.

To introduce the tools of differentiation and integration of functions
of complex variable those are used in various techniques dealing
engineering problemsl

BT-202 Mathematics-II

To acquaint the student with mathematical tools available in vector
calculus needed various field of science and engineering.

the properties of material, stress strain. Properties of

Understand the concept measurement and machine tools their
operations and their applications

Understand
and cast iron.

Understand the concept of fluid flow , properties of fluid,
Bernoulli's equation, Pascal's law.

BT-203
Basic

Mechanical
Engineering

To Understand the concept of heat and temperature, law of
thermodynamics, boilers and their mountings and accessories, basic

Tft&&
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Refrigeration cycles and its applications.

To Understand the working of different cycles and 4 strokes, 2
stroke engines and their applications.
Students will acquire the basic knowledge in different fields of civil
engineering and materials used in construction.
Gain the ability to use modern survey equipment to measure angles
and distances.

Students will understand the basic of contour lines and map

Students will have the ability to identifiz, formulate and solve
engineering problems related to Engineering Mechanics: Statics

BT-204
Basic Civil

Engineering &
Mechanics

Students will be able to analyse beam for shear force and bending
moment.
Able to understand the basic applications of computers in various
fields, describe operating system, its role and functionalities and to

_gpplyjgncgpt! dl4! word, MS power point, MS Excelefficiently.
Discuss and apply simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical
problems.

Translate the algorithms to' programs applyingobject-oriented
concepts in C** programming language.

basics of computer networks, OSI layers and protocols,
E commerce applications, impact of securitythreats and attacks on
networking systems and also security measures

Understand

BT-205
Basic

Computer
Engineering

understand the different method for representing and processing
data and to get awareness about the impact of cloud computing, its
varrous of services.

learners to develop good llstening skills.
Encourages leamer to talk freely and lose their shyness when talking
in front of the
To develop the overall personality of the students by the practical
activities
Helps in confidence building, motivation to be more presentable and
help in removing the !ight

BT-206 Language Lab
& Seminars .

speaking, writing, reading, listening and presentation
ski11s

Develops
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Proof of published and disseminated - Vision. Mission. PEO's. PSO's. PO's and CO's

The Mission, Vision, PEO's, PSO's, PO's and CO's are published at

1. College website hltp:llindoreinstitute.com/iist/
2. Notice boards of Department
3. Faculty rooms
4. Various promote location in the Institute
5. Head of the Department's Office
6. Library
7. Lab Manual and Notice board of Lab
8. Availability in departmental level documents.
9. InstituteProspectus

Apart from the above, these are also disseminated to all the stakeholders of the programs through
faculty meetings, during student's workshops / seminar, student induction programs, and parent-
teacher meetings etc.

loAc
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PEO's of Civil Engineering Department Vision & Mission of IT Department

Vision, Mission, PEO, s and P0's of Mechanical Engineering Department
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PO's of IT Department PO's of CSE Department

Vision, Mission, PEO's and PO's of ECE Department
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PEO's and PO's of CSE Department

PEO's of CSE Department Vision and Mission of Chemical Department
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Institute Vision & Mission near Exam Section PEO' PO's near Classroom

Institute Vision & Mission near Exam Section
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The risiar of ths ltrstitute is:

rad produe competent

contibutlotr

Ile Uisiior of the fustitute is:

. To promote academic goqth by offenag state-of-the-ait urdergaduatr ald po*graduate

pIogralnrnes.

r To uudenake collaborain'e projects thich offer oppomurities fcr interaction rrith acaderuia

and in$1#li;,
r To develop inte::ectuai:I capable human porentia. *'ho ue creative. ethicai and gifted leaders.

Ths vision of thc Electronics & Coumutication Iugireering depnrtueut is:

To produce globaiiy c+npetmt elecuonics & coomunicat:on ergineering studeuts v,ith hs$lidge of

core as ueil as intu discipiine domains.

lIe ]Iission gf the Electrouirs & Couuuuicatiou Lugiuerilg tlepartmeut is:

l. Iducating the studmts in fieid sf electronics and corumunication engineering to create

competent professioua:s r,;ith moraj la.:ues, socia"l ethics urd pursuing highu education.

). Inrulcating the undetstandiug ted:nical compeience la the iiei& of electroilcs axd

crmuunicatiou urgilriermg and impiernentation of theoretical coucep* u practica-

muitidiscipline scenuios.
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